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Chapter 1
Introduction
In conventional metals, i.e., systems with weakly correlated electrons, valence electrons are
assumed to be completely detached from their ions. In the Sommerfeld-Bethe theory [1],
as in an ideal gas, electron-electron interactions are completely neglected. The crystal
lattice is not explicitly taken into account. A quantum-mechanical justification is given
by Bloch’s theorem, an unbound electron moves in a constant periodic potential like a
free electron in a vacuum with an effective mass. A restriction of available electron states
due to Pauli’s exclusion principle is taken into account by Fermi-Dirac statistics. This
free electron with renormalized mass model has proven to be very successful in explaining
experimentally observed properties of simple metals. This success was a surprise for
some time since electron-electron repulsions are not weak in any metal and one might
therefore expect that they modify strongly the properties of a system of independent
electrons. The success of electron with renormalized mass model has been understood
since Landau [2, 3] proposed the Fermi-liquid theory, which explains why, at sufficiently
low temperature, some of the properties of an interacting fermion system are very similar
to those of a free Fermi gas, and why other properties differ. For example, specific
heat, compressibility, spin-susceptibility, and other quantities show the same qualitative
behavior (e.g., dependence on temperature) as for a free Fermi gas, but the magnitude
is (sometimes strongly) changed. The theory assumes that there exists a one-to-one
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correspondence between the excitations of the complex interacting electron system and
those of independent electrons. However, the energy of a many-particle state is not simply
a sum of the single-particle energies of all occupied states. Instead, the change in energy
for a given change δnk in occupation of states k contains terms both linear and quadratic
in δnk. The linear contribution corresponds to renormalized single-particle energies, which
involve, e.g., a change in the particle dispersion. The quadratic terms correspond to a
sort of “mean-field” interaction between quasiparticles, which is parameterized by the
so-called Landau parameters and determines the behaviour of such quantities as density
oscillations (and spin-density oscillations) in the Fermi liquid. In addition to the mean-
field interactions, some weak interactions between quasiparticles are also included in the
theory, which lead to scattering of quasiparticles off each other.
For metallic phases of compounds with strongly correlated electrons at temperatures
below T ∗, the quasiparticle concept is still appliable. The characteristic temperature
T ∗ is usually on the order of a few up to a few tens of Kelvin. We speak of a heavy-
fermion system when the electron effective mass is hundreds or even thousands of times
larger than that of a free electron. Often heavy-fermion compounds contain Ce, Yb,
U, or Np as one of their constituents, e.g., CeCu2Si2, YbAl3, UPt3, NpBe13, implying
4f or 5f electrons are involved. There are remarkable differences between conventional
metals and heavy-fermion systems. First, the reasons for the renormalization of electron
mass are different. In conventional metals, the renormalization of electron mass results
mainly from the periodic potential of electron-lattice interaction. Whereas in heavy-
fermion compounds, the renormalization of electron mass results primarily from electron-
electron interactions. Second, the quasiparticle interactions play a more important role in
heavy-fermion systems than they do in conventional metals. Note that the quasiparticle
interactions can influence strongly not only static thermodynamic quantities such as the
compressibility or spin susceptibility, but also dynamic properties like low-energy plasmon
excitations or hydrodynamic fluctuations.
The quasiparticle Fermi-liquid theory can be applied for a large number of strongly
correlated metallic electron systems. However, there are also a numerous examples where
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the Fermi-liquid concept for low-energy excitations is not appliable. Note that the basic
assumption of the Landau theory fails if bound states appear when the interaction is
turned on. For example, the ground-state of a superconductor is not related in a direct
way to any state of the free Fermi gas. Another example is the separation of charge
and spin degrees of freedom, which occurs when electron correlations are so strong that
electrons are localized. In that case, the coupling of spins on different sites leads to
low-energy magnetic excitations, whereas charge excitations, which can be observed by
photoelectron spectroscopy, have much higher energy. For such a system, the effects due
to electron-electron interactions are more complicated and must be taken into account
with care. The physics of the system results from a competition between the Coulomb
interaction of electrons and their kinetic energy. In order to minimize the total energy
of the system, the terms of the Coulomb energy want to keep the electrons as far apart
as possible, to localize them, whereas the terms of the kinetic energy prefer to have as
many electrons as possible delocalized. A very well-known example for such an effect
due to electron correlations is the Mott-Hubbard transition [4] from a narrow-band metal
with delocalized electrons to an insulator with localized electrons. Experimentally, the
occurrence of a Mott-Hubbard transition can be observed, e.g., in V2O3 [5]. Most studies
of systems with strongly correlated electron models were carried out without accounting
for orbital degeneracy, such as the single-band Hubbard (SBH) model [6]. However, in
real systems, which are more complex, one has to deal with orbital degeneracy.
In order to see the differences between systems with weakly and strongly correlated
electrons, one can consider the ground-state of a molecular H2 in the molecular-orbital
(MO) limit and in the Heitler-London (HL) limit. For the sake of clarity, the spin com-
ponent of the total wavefunction is omitted. In the weak correlation limit, the interaction
of the two electrons is treated within a mean-field approximation, the MO form of the
ground-state wavefunction is
ψMO (r1, r2) =
1
2
[φ1(r1)φ1(r2) + φ1(r1)φ2(r2) + φ2(r1)φ1(r2) + φ2(r1)φ2(r2)] , (1.1)
where the single-electron wavefunctions φ1,2(r) are centered on atoms 1 and 2 of the
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H2 molecule. In the strong correlation limit, the interaction of the two electrons is so
strong such that they avoid being in the same atom, the HL form of the ground-state
wavefunction is
ψHL (r1, r2) =
1√
2
[φ1(r1)φ2(r2) + φ2(r1)φ1(r2)] . (1.2)
It is seen that the HL wavefunction (1.2) does not contain ionic configurations φ1(r1)φ1(r2)
and φ2(r1)φ2(r2), whilst in the MO wavefunction (1.1) they have equal weight - like non-
ionic configurations. Note that the ionic configurations introduce an additional Coulomb
repulsion energy cost for the electrons. These contributions are completely suppressed in
the HL limit. This demonstrates an important feature of electron correlations, namely,
the partial suppression of electronic charge fluctuations on an atomic site. The former are
called inter-atomic correlations because charge fluctuations at an atomic site are caused
by an overlap of wavefunctions of different atoms. The partial suppression of charge fluc-
tuations in an atomic site keeps the Coulomb repulsions small, but it is disadvantageous
for the kinetic energy of the system.
In addition to inter-atomic correlations we must also consider intra-atomic correla-
tions. Consider an isolated atom or ion in a configuration with a given number of valence
electrons, e.g., a Mn3+ ion in configuration 3d4 or a Ho3+ ion with its configuration 4f 10.
In-out correlations optimally fill the electrons into the atomic subshells by a proper ra-
dial distribution in order to reduce their on-site Coulomb repulsion energy. Hund’s rules
achieve the same by optimally distribute the electrons in the open subshell. In our ex-
ample, the ground-states predicted by Hund’s rules for Mn3+ and Ho3+ are 5D0 and
5I8,
respectively. Note that when considering an ion in a solid we may face a different situation
because the ion is subject to the crystal field. The outcome is decided by the competition
between the crystal field and the interactions that are responsible for Hund’s rules. For
Mn3+ in, e.g., LaMnO3, the prediction S = 2 is absolutely relevant, L = 2 might be true,
and J = 0 is not correct. In contrast, the predicted ground-state 5I8 remains valid for
Ho3+ in, e.g., HoF3. It is worth remembering that inter-atomic correlations can be strong
even when intra-atomic correlations are moderate or weak. For example, let us assume
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that one would be able to increase the lattice constant of a Si crystal. The intra-atomic
correlations on a Si site are fairly moderate, but the inter-atomic correlations become
stronger while the lattice constant is increasing. When the limit of separate atoms is ap-
proached, fluctuations in the electron number at a site are reduced to zero by the strong
inter-atomic correlations.
The field of strongly correlated electron systems has been constantly growing for about
three decades [7, 8]. Many experimental as well as theoretical studies have been under-
taken to understand the physics of these systems such as: transition metal oxides (3d
electron systems), lanthanides (4f electron systems) and actinides (5f electron systems).
The valence electrons that are most strongly correlated are the 4f ones because their
atomic wavefunction is very close to the nucleus and their tendency to delocalize is very
small. In fact, among lanthanide compounds, only 4f -electrons in Ce or Yb ions show a
noticeable degree of itineracy. Electronic correlations in actinides or in transition-metal
ions are smaller than those in lanthanides, but they also play an important role in under-
standing the physics of these systems. Continuing this consideration, the 5f electrons are
more delocalized than the 4f electrons but they are still more strongly correlated than the
3d electrons in transition metals. Therefore, the 5f electrons may have a dual character:
both delocalized and localized features.
The two different behaviors of the 5f electrons in the actinide series become clearer
when one looks at the Wigner-Seitz radii as a function of atomic number Z for different
member of 5d, 4f , and 5f metal series (see Fig. 1.1). The itinerant behavior of the
electrons in 5d transition metals shows up in a parabolic shape of the Wigner-Seitz radius,
whereas the localized feature of the 4f electrons is visible in a mostly constant shape of
the radius. It is because the 5d electrons participate in bonding whereas the 4f electrons
do not. Interestingly, the 5f series shows both behaviors. First, a parabolic-like decrease
in volume is observed with increasing the f -electron count, similar to the 5d series, i.e.,
for light actinide elements the itinerancy of 5f electrons is dominant. Then, when the
f -electron count is large enough, a similar behavior to the 4f series is seen [9], i.e., for
heavy actinide elements the localized tendency is dominant. Thus, for those in the middle
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Figure 1.1: Wigner-Seitz radii for different member of 5d, 4f, and 5f metal series as a
function of atomic number Z. The upper-left insets schematically illustrate localized and
delocalized 5f states between adjacent actinide atoms. Taken from [9].
of actinide series their 5f electrons may have both localized and delocalized features. This
means that the study of the 5f electrons is a very interesting topic.
In the last few years, a number of experimental and theoretical works have been per-
formed in the field of 5f electron systems. It turned out that these systems have rich and
non-trivial low temperature properties, including heavy-fermion behavior, unconventional
superconductivity, and magnetic ordering [8]. Of particular interest is the UPd2Al3 com-
pound, which has a two-component electronic character that is quite unique among all
U-based heavy-fermion compounds, because it displays both pronounced local-moment
and heavy-mass itinerant behavior. Moreover, the itinerant electrons in UPd2Al3 are
found to be superconducting well below the antiferromagentic magnetic ordering critical
temperature, whereas magnetism generally suppresses superconductivity in conventional
metals. Using the inelastic neutron scattering experiment, far below the critical temper-
ature TC = 1.8K, Sato et al. [10] obtained two peaks in the scattering intensity spectra
shown in Fig. 1.2. The lower energy peak corresponds to non-local 5f electrons and the
higher one corresponds to the local-moment made of localized 5f electrons. This is an
7
Figure 1.2: Temperature evolution of the inelastic neutron scattering spectrum in
UPd2Al3. Taken from [10].
evidence for the coexistence of 5f -derived quasiparticles and the 5f localized moments. In
addition, Fujimori et al. [11] used soft x-ray angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy to
study the band-structure of UPd2Al3. They found that the f-bands, which form the Fermi
surfaces at low temperatures, are excluded from the Fermi serfaces at high temperatures.
Their results demonstates how the same f eletrons can be both itinerant and localized.
Another interesting U -based heavy-fermion compound is UPt3. The experiments in
UPt3 show that the Sommerfeld coefficient γ of the linear low-temperature specific heat
and the Pauli-like spin susceptibility χS are strongly enhanced. Both findings can be
explained by attaching to the quasiparticles a large effective mass m∗ that is about 20
times bigger than the band mass mb obtained from the standard local-density approxi-
mation (LDA) calculations [14, 15]. Indeed, heavy quasiparticles have been observed in
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Figure 1.3: De Haas van Alphen cross sections for the heavy quasiparticles in UPt3 (left
panel) and UPd2Al3 (right panel). The experimental (theoretical) data is marked by
triangles (circle) symbols.) [12, 13].
de Haas van Alphen (dHvA) experiments [16, 17]. These experiments unambiguously
confirm that UPt3 has to be regarded as a strongly correlated Fermi liquid. Although
a complete picture of the low-temperature phase of UPt3 has emerged, a comprehensive
theoretical picture of the heavy quasiparticles is still missing. The failure of standard
LDA calculations in explaining the large effective mass enhancement in UPt3 suggests
that alternative or complementary approaches have to be developed. In order to explain
the large effective mass enhancement, Zwicknagl, Yaresko, and Fulde [12] proposed a
microscopic description of heavy fermions in UPt3. Their theory is based on the assump-
tion that some of the 5f electrons are localized and that the itinerant 5f electrons are
scattering inelastically by the localized ones. Band-structure calculations based on this
supposition reproduced the observed dHvA frequencies very well [12, 13] (see Fig. 1.3).
Furthermore, the assumption that the 5f electrons are simultaneously localized and itin-
erant gives the correct equilibrium volume for δ-Pu [18]. These studies have proven that
the partial localization of 5f electrons is an important key for understanding the physics
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of 5f electron systems.
It is worth recalling that the origin of partial localization in the 3d and 5f systems is
quite different [19]. In the 3d systems, the large crystalline electric field (CEF) set up by
the surrounding environment of transition metal ions plays a major role. The splitting due
to the CEF is often larger than the bandwidth, for example, as in the manganites. In case
of a cubic lattice, the CEF splits the five 3d orbitals into a t2g triplet and an eg doublet and
the corresponding sub-bands are well separated. When Hund’s rule energy is larger than
this splitting and when the orbital energy of the t2g is lower than that of the eg states, the
following scenario is applied: if the 3d electron number per ion exceeds 3, i.e., 3 < nd < 4,
the t2g states will be occupied by three 3d electrons. The three electrons are localized in
a high-spin state with the total spin S = 3/2. The remaining nd − 3 electrons occupy eg
states and are delocalized. The situation is different if the CEF splitting is larger than
Hund’s rule coupling. In that case, the t2g sub-band will accommodate up to six electrons.
When the 3d electron number per ion nd is larger than 6, only (nd-6) electrons will be
itinerant and contribute to metallic behavior. In compounds with 5f electrons we face a
different situation. Since the 5f electrons are closer to the nuclei than the 3d electrons
are, the CEF splitting is smaller and less relevant. But, Hund’s rule coupling is larger and
more important. Therefore, when we consider a situation where the 5f electron number
per actinide ion nf exceeds two, i.e., 3 > nf > 2, only those 5f electrons that enable
the remaining ones to form a Hund’s rule state will delocalize. Otherwise, the Coulomb
interaction is increased so much that delocalization is disadvantageous as far as energy is
concerned. Therefore, Hund’s rule correlations may strongly enhance hopping anisotropies
(anisotropies in the hopping matrix elements) and eventually lead to the coexistence of
band-like itinerant 5f states with localized atomic-like ones. It means that a study of
the dual nature of the 5f electrons in more detail is highly necessary to understand the
physics of actinides.
In order to study the dual nature of 5f electrons, Efremov, Hasselmann, Runge, Fulde,
and Zwicknagl [20] proposed an effective model, which is a multi-orbital Hubbard model,
for the 5f electrons in U-based compounds. The microscopic Hamiltonian of the effective
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model includes both the local interaction and hopping terms (kinetic energy) between
nearest neighboring sites. In the effective model, the 5f−electrons are characterized by
effective hoppings, and by a local interaction, which takes into account the Coulomb
repulsion and Hund’s rule coupling. Assuming that the spin-orbit coupling is strong, the
jj-coupling scheme is used and eight unfavorable high energy 5f states with total angular
momentum j = 7
2
are neglected. Thus, the number of 5f orbitals in the model is reduced
to 6 instead of being 14 in the most general case. By considering the fact that intra-
atomic correlations are strong, compared to the kinetic energy, one expects that even
small cluster models are capable of capturing the main physics described above for large
systems. These models, namely, the two-site and three-site models, were first studied by
exact diagonalization [21]. It turned out that, in the small hopping regime, depending on
anisotropies of hopping parameters, two partially localized phases in which two electrons
are localized can be seen: one which has electrons with the quantum number jz being
equal to 1
2
and 5
2
localized, the other with jz =
3
2
and 5
2
orbitals that are localized.
In these phases, the microscopic mechanism for the partial localization is the Hund’s
rule mechanism mentioned above: the intra-atomic correlations strongly enhance hopping
anisotropies so that the smaller hopping matrix elements are renormalized to zero whereas
the dominant hopping matrix element is slightly influenced. In the intermediate hopping
regime, one obtains a phase in which only the electron with the quantum number jz =
5
2
is localized. It is obvious that the Hund’s rule mechanism does not apply for one localized
electron phase, so what is the physics of this phase? Furthermore, it is known that clusters
of small sizes sometimes display features that disappear in the bulk limit or washed
out at finite temperature. Therefore, it is natural to question if the partially localized
phases of small cluster models survive in the thermodynamic limit? In addition, the exact
diagonalization calculation of a four-site model [22] showed a phase characterized by the
localization of the jz = 3/2 orbital. This phase has not been observed in the two-site
and the three-site models. Thus, it is legitimate to question if any new partially localized
phase shows up in the thermodynamic limit? In order to answer these above challenging
questions, investigations of the effective model in a lattice are required. In this thesis we
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want to deal with these topics and the main purpose of this work is to resolve questions
of that kind.
The effective model in the thermodynamic limit cannot, of course, be solved exactly.
Therefore, appropriate approximations that are able to capture the main physics of the
effective model on a lattice need to be developed. Runge et al. [23] have applied various
approximations for the two-site model. Their study pointed out that the Hartree-Fock
approximation (HFA) results showed little resemblance with the exact ones. In contrast,
the Gutzwiller approximation (GA) to Gutzwiller wavefunction results showed a good
agreement with the exact diagonalization calculations. It suggests that one can use the
GA approach to study the effective model in the thermodynamic limit. However, it is
known that for the SBH model, the results derived from the GA method are identical to
those of the paramagnetic saddle-point solution within the slave-boson theory introduced
by Kotliar and Ruckenstein (KR) [24]. In fact, KR’s approach uncovers the limitations
of the GA and it opens up a systematic way of improving the Gutzwiller solution by
taking into account the effect of fluctuations around the saddle point [25]. In addition,
by using the Green-function method KR’s theory can be easily generalized to deal with
complicated systems with spin- and/or orbital-ordered states [26].
The first attempt to apply slave-boson technique for the effective model was carried
out by Zwicknagl in Ref. [27]. In her work, the free energy was minimized in a restricted
Hilbert space spanned by the 2- and 3-electron states and a constant density of states
(DOS) was assumed. She obtained three partially localized phases for different values of
hopping parameters: electrons with jz =
1
2
and 5
2
localized in the first phase, electrons with
jz =
3
2
and 5
2
localized in the second, and electrons with jz =
3
2
localized in the last. Her
results show that the partial localization feature of the 5f electrons obtained in the small
cluster models survives in the thermodynamic limit. That is an important observation.
However, these results were only mentioned shortly in her work. On the other hand,
there are two drawbacks in the theory. Firstly, it does not give exact solution in the non-
interacting limit because of the complex form of the local interaction. Secondly, due to
the assumption of the restricted Hilbert space, the 5f band-filling cannot deviate from 2.5
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so much. Thus, the theory ceases to be a good approximation when electron bandwidths
are of the same order of Hund’s rule splittings. Consequently, the phase that has only
the jz =
5
2
localized orbital, which shows up in the intermediate hopping regime, has not
been obtained and discussed in her work. Note that the partial localization transition
from a delocalized phase to a partiatly localized phase and vice versa is equivalent to the
orbital-selective Mott transition. The latter was first proposed by Anisimov et al. [28] for
Ca2−xSrxRuO4. However, the term partial localization will be used throughout this work.
In this thesis, we use the rotationally invariant slave-boson mean-field (RISBMF)
method [29] and the infinite time evolving block decimation (iTEBD) method [30] to study
the effective model on a lattice. The former is a generalization of KR’s theory for a multi-
band model with arbitrary local interactions. It is worth mentioning that the RISBMF
theory is exact in the non-interacting and in the atomic limits. Thus, it does not suffer
from the problem in the non-interacting limit as Zwicknagl’s theory does. Moreover, we
introduce slave bosons for not only the 2- and 3-electron states but also for all other states.
The mapping of the full local Hilbert space enables us to consider an arbitrary band-filling.
However, we will restrict ourselves to a band-filling of 2.5 to make a comparison with the
previous results [21, 22, 27]. With the purpose of assessing the validity the RISBMF
method we use the iTEBD method to study the effective model on an infinite linear
chain. The iTEBD algorithm is a numerical scheme used to simulate infinite 1D quantum
many-body systems, characterized by nearest-neighboring hoppings and interactions. It
is dubbed infinite time evolving block decimation because it dynamically identifies the
relevant low-dimensional Hilbert subspaces of an exponentially larger original Hilbert
space. The algorithm, based on the matrix product states (MPS) formalism [31], is
highly efficient when the amount of entanglement in the system is limited, a requirement
which is fulfilled by a large class of quantum many-body systems in one dimension.
This thesis is organized as follows. In the next chapter we briefly describe the micro-
scopic Hamiltonian of the effective model and reproduce the results of the two-site cluster
case in detail. The slave-boson formalism for the effective model is described in chapter 3.
We start this chapter with a brief introduction of the auxiliary particle technique. Then,
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we recall some slave-boson approaches for the Hubbard model in order to discuss the main
physics ideas of slave-boson theory. Afterward, we derive RISBMF equations for the effec-
tive model in detail. A classification of partially localized phases is addressed at the end
of chapter 3. In chapter 4 we then present numeric solutions for the RISBMF equations
for the effective model on a lattice characterized by a constant density of states. The
phase diagram and the physics of the partially localized phases will be discussed through
this chapter. In chapter 5, we present results for the effective model on an infinite linear
chain by using the iTEBD method. Finally, chapter 6 contains our conclusions.
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Chapter 2
Effective Model
In this chapter we rederive the microscopic Hamiltonian for the effective model [20].
The Hamiltonian, which is a multi-orbital Hubbard model, is obtained form a more
realistic model, namely, a generalization of the well-known periodic multi-orbital An-
derson model [32]. The effective model for small cluster systems has been analysed in
Ref. [20, 21, 22, 23]. We reproduce here some important results of the two-site cluster
case to compare later with our results in a lattice.
2.1 Effective Hamiltonian
In actinide-based heavy-fermion compounds the direct overlap between 5f wavefunctions
at neighboring sites is rather small because of the large distances between actinide ions.
However, itineracy of the strongly correlated 5f electrons can be enhanced by hybridiza-
tion with weakly correlated conduction electrons. In order to describe these electron
systems in actinide-based heavy fermion compounds, the following generalization of the
well-known Anderson model is used [32]
H = Hf +Hc +Hcf , (2.1)
where Hf , Hc and Hcf describe the 5f electrons, the conduction electrons and the hy-
bridization between the two subsystems, respectively. A 5f electron has the orbital an-
15
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gular momentum l = 3 and the spin s = 1
2
, thus, in the noninteracting case, 5f states are
14-fold degenerate. This degeneracy can be partially lifted by either electron-electron in-
teractions or spin-orbit coupling. The latter is large for 5f systems. One thus adopts the
jj−coupling scheme which yields two one-electron multiplet states with angular momenta
j = 7
2
and j = 5
2
. Considering the fact that the spin-orbit splitting, which is approximately
1eV , is large one also neglects the contributions from excited multiplet j = 7
2
states and
classify 5f electrons by their angular momentum j = 5
2
and their z-projection jz.
Hf is given by
Hf = −µ
∑
a
f †ajzfajz +
∑
a
Û(a), (2.2)
where µ is the chemical potential. Throughout this work we concentrate on the inter-
mediate valence regime by taking the 5f band-filling nf = 2.5, which is appropriate for
U-based compounds. Here f †ajz(fajz) creates (annihilates) an electron at site a in a 5f
state with angular momentum j = 5
2
and z-projection jz. The local interaction at site a
is then given by
Û(a) ≡ 1
2
∑
jz1,...,jz4
Ujz1,jz2,jz3,jz4f
†
ajz1
f †ajz2fajz4fajz3 , (2.3)
where the Coulomb matrix elements Ujz1,jz2,jz3,jz4 for jzi = −52 , ..,
5
2
,
Ujz1,jz2,jz3,jz4 ≡ δjz1+jz2,jz3+jz4
∑
J
UJC
JJz
5
2
jz1;
5
2
jz2
CJJz5
2
jz3;
5
2
jz4
(2.4)
are expressed in terms of the usual Clebsch-Gordan coefficients CJJz5
2
jz ;
5
2
jz′
and the Coulomb
parameters UJ . Here J denotes the total angular momentum of two 5f electrons and
Jz ≡ jz1+jz2 = jz3+jz4. The sum is restricted by the antisymmetry of the Clebsch-Gordan
coefficients CJJz5
2
jz ;
5
2
jz′
to even values J = 0, 2, 4. In our calculations, we fix the values of
the coefficients UJ , which are determined from local density approximation (LDA) wave
functions for UPt3, i.e., U4 = 17.21 eV , U2 = 18.28 eV , and U0 = 21.00 eV [20]. The
weakly correlated conduction electrons are described by
Hc =
∑
nkσ
εnkc
†
nkσcnkσ (2.5)
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where c†nkσ(cnkσ) creates (annihilates) a conduction electron in a state with band index
n, wave vector k and spin projection σ whose energy is denoted by εnk.
The coupling between the two subsystems is given by
Hcf =
∑
ajznkσ
Vjzσnkc
†
nkσfajze
−ik.Ra + H.c., (2.6)
where Vjzσnk are hybridization matrix elements.
In order to study high-energy effects one has to consider with the multi-orbital Ander-
son model (2.1) which explicitly accounts for the dynamics of the conduction electrons.
However, in the low-energy regime, one replaces it by a simpler effective Hamiltonian
which is a multi-orbital Hubbard model
H = Hf +Hc +Hcf =⇒ Hf +Kefff , (2.7)
where the couplings of the 5f - states at different sites via the conduction electrons are
taken into account by effective hoppings
Kefff = −
∑
〈ab〉jzjz′
tabjzjz′
(
f †ajzfbjz′ + H.c.
)
. (2.8)
Here tabjzjz′ are effective hopping integrals and a, b are nearest neighboring sites. The
effective model (2.7) is justified for systems where LDA band-structure calculations yield
(almost) pure 5f states [19] . This is the case of the well-known heavy fermion supercon-
ductor UPt3 and U dipnictides where the effective hopping is mediated by the p states
of Pt and the pnictogen ions, respectively. It is clear that the effective hopping integrals
sensitively depend on the chemical composition and on the structure of the system under
consideration. In fact they can be varied by applying an external pressure. For that rea-
son, we treat them as variable parameters throughout this work. We also assume that the
effective hopping matrices between nearest neighboring sites are diagonal in the orbital
indices and do not depend on site index, i.e.,
tabjzjz′ = δjzjz′ tjz . (2.9)
Of course, this is an idealization of the true physical situation. This simplification not
only enables us to decrease the number of system parameters but also helps us to save
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the computational effort. For example, when this simplification is made in a two-site
problem with 5 electrons one only has to diagonalize 98-by-98 matrices instead of 792-
by-792 matrices. Furthermore, we also set tjz = t−jz in order to conserve up and down
symmetry in the bulk materials. With the assumption (2.9), the effective kinetic term
(2.8) becomes
Kefff = −
∑
〈ab〉jz
tjz
(
f †ajzfbjz′ + H.c.
)
, (2.10)
and finally the effective model Hamiltonian reads
H = −
∑
〈a,b〉,jz
tjz
(
f †ajzfbjz + H.c.
)
− µ
∑
a
f †ajzfajz +
∑
a
Û(a). (2.11)
This is the microscopic Hamiltonian for the effective model which was first proposed in
Ref. [20]. Note that the on-site interactions Û(a) is defined by Eq. (2.3). The effective
model has been widely applied to investigate the physical properties of 5f electrons in
U-based compounds [19, 21, 23, 27, 33, 32].
2.2 Two-site cluster case
In order to compare the finite cluster model results with the ones in the thermodynamic
limit, we reproduce and analyze in this section in detail some of the results of Ref. [21].
Since the results for the two-site and the three-site models are qualitatively similar we
will only concentrate on the former.
For the two-site system equation (2.11) becomes
H = −
∑
jz
tjz
(
f †1jzf2jz + H.c.
)
+
2∑
a=1
Û(a)−
2∑
a=1,jz
hjzf
†
ajzfajz . (2.12)
Note that the term having the chemical potential disappears because one deals with
the canonical ensemble. The newly added last term in Eq. (2.12) describes an applied
magnetic field. The latter is included in the Zeeman energy h. In order to mimic the inter-
mediate valence situation in U-based heavy-fermion compounds, the number of electrons
in the two sites is chosen to be five.
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The Hamiltonian (2.12) conserves the z-component of the total angular momentum of
the electrons at the two sites Jz = J1z + J2z, where J1z (J2z ) is the angular momentum
projection on site 1 (2), respectively. For this system, the total angular momentum
projection Jz can only take half-integer values in the interval from −172 to
17
2
. One thus
characterizes the eigenstates by their Jz value.
Similar to Ref. [21], here we consider t 1
2
= t 5
2
and t 3
2
as independent parameters. The
choice of parameters is motivated by the LDA calculations for UPt3 compound [12], where
t 3
2
> t 1
2
, t 5
2
. However, for later comparison with the results for a lattice we use in the
following plots the label “bandwidth” Wjz instead of hopping parameter tjz . The relation
between the two quantities is assumed to be the same as the one in a 1D system, i.e.,
Wjz = 4|tjz|. Lastly to reduce the notations we will set W ≡ W 3
2
and W ′ ≡ W 1
2
= W 5
2
.
Note that the phase diagrams of the two-site model shown below are calculated by exact
diagonalization of the Hamiltonian (2.12).
Fig. 2.1 presents the phase diagram inW−W ′ plane when a vanishingly small magnetic
field is applied. In this case, five different phases are visible: three “low-spin” (Jz =
1
2
, 3
2
, 5
2
) and two “high-spin” (Jz = 112 ,
15
2
). The characteristics of the two species are very
different. In these “low-spin” phases, each orbital-dependent occupation is either close
to zero or to one-half, i.e., all orbitals are either unoccupied or itinerant. On the other
hand, in these “high-spin” phases, the occupations for some particular orbitals are close
to unity, i.e., those orbitals are nearly fully occupied, i.e., partial localization takes place.
In more detail, in the Jz = 112 phase the jz =
5
2
orbital is localized while in the Jz = 152
phase the jz =
1
2
, 5
2
orbitals are localized. These phases are named “jz =
5
2
localized
phase” and “jz =
1
2
, 5
2
localized phase”, respectively. The demonstration for localization
of the orbitals is shown in Fig. 2.2. It should be kept in mind that one orbital is called
localized if the corresponding occupancy is close to 1.
Fig. 2.3 presents the evolution of the phase diagram shown in Fig. 2.1 with increasing
applied magnetic field. Note that even a small value of h can change noticeably the phase
diagram because the interactions are of order
t2jz
U0−U4 and therefore relatively small. One
notices three new phases show up. They are two “high-spin” phases with Jz = 132 ,
17
2
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Figure 2.1: Phase diagram of two-site cluster model in a vanishingly small magnetic field.
and one new “intermediate-spin” phase with Jz = 72 . Now the “low-spin” phases require
larger hopping integrals in order to be stabilized. The regions of “high-spin” phases
grow with increasing magnetic field. It is understandable since the magnetic term in the
Hamiltonian (2.12) favors states with high Jz.
Now let us analyze these three new phases. In the Jz = 72 phase, the jz =
1
2
orbital
is highly occupied with a corresponding occupancy of about 0.9. When the magnetic
field is large enough, this phase disappears. Thus, one guesses that it will also disappear
in the thermodynamic limit because the surrounding (magnetic) environment acts as an
(internal) effective magnetic field on the two sites. Similar to the Jz = 112 and Jz =
15
2
phases, the Jz = 132 and Jz =
17
2
phases are characterized by the localization of some
orbitals. In the Jz = 132 phase, the jz =
5
2
orbital is localized; in the Jz = 172 phase, the
jz =
3
2
, 5
2
orbitals are localized. The latter phase is named “jz =
3
2
, 5
2
localized phase”.
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Figure 2.2: Gray-scale plot of occupation njz for jz orbital which is indicated in the center
of each graph when h = 0+ eV . Black areas correspond to fully occupied states while
white areas present empty state.
Note that all possible phases with different Jz have appeared except the Jz = 92 phase.
If one continues to increase the magnetic field no new phase shows up. However, it is
interesting to notice that when h > 0.025eV there is a new region in which an “old phase”
with Jz = 112 appears. That is where W
′ is about 0.6eV and W is small enough. The old
Jz = 112 phase is different from the new Jz =
11
2
one as soon as the orbital localization
is concerned. In the latter, depending on the magnitude of the magnetic field and the
values of W ′, the occupation of jz =
3
2
orbital varies from 0.9 to 1.0 therefore this orbital
can be considered as a localized one. Thus, we name this phase “jz =
3
2
localized phase”.
In conclusion all “high-spin” phases are characterized by the localizations of some
orbitals: they are the jz =
3
2
localized phase, jz =
5
2
localized phase, jz =
1
2
, 5
2
localized
phase and jz =
3
2
, 5
2
localized phase. A summary of phases in the two-site model is given
in Table 2.1. Note that, since the local interaction mixes various jz orbitals the concept of
“occupying” jz state in “small spin” phases is only approximate. Futhermore the “para-
magnetic” interpretation in “small spin” phases is appropriate only if the corresponding
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hopping is much larger than the energy differences |∆UJ | resulting in the Hund’s rule.
It is known that clusters of small sizes sometimes display features that disappear in the
bulk limit or washed out at finite temperature. Therefore, it is natural to question if the
partially localized phases discussed above survive in a lattice case? In addition, the exact
diagonalization calculation for the four-site model [22] showed a phase characterized by
the localization of the jz = 3/2 orbital. This phase has not been observed in the two-site
case. Thus, it is legitimate to question if any new partially localized phase shows up in a
lattice case? These questions will be answered in the following chapters.
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Figure 2.3: The evolution of the phase diagram shown in Fig. 2.1 in a magnetic field.
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Figure 2.4: Gray-scale plot of occupation njz for jz orbital which is indicated in the center
of each graph for h = 0.005 eV . Black areas correspond to fully occupied states while
white areas present empty state.
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Figure 2.5: Gray-scale plot of occupation njz for jz orbital which is indicated in the center
of each graph for h = 0.030 eV . Black areas correspond to fully occupied states while
white areas present empty state.
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Chapter 3
Slave-boson formalism
3.1 Introduction
Originally, auxiliary particle formulation was first proposed by Barnes [34, 35] and then it
was recovered and extended by Read and Newns [36] and Coleman [37] in their work on
the mixed valence problem using the Anderson model with two-fold (i.e., spin) degeneracy.
Kotliar and Ruckenstein (KR) [24] improved and adapted this method to the single band
Hubbard (SBH) model. Qualitatively, the basic idea of KR is that, in a strongly correlated
system, the electron is accompanied in the hopping process by a “backflow” of spin and
charge excitations of the medium. In a quasiparticle (QP) picture this shows up as a
renormalization of the hopping amplitude and as a result leading to a change of the
electron effective mass [24]. The qualitative idea is realized by rewriting the original
Hamiltonian in terms of two auxiliary fermions and a set of four slave bosons, which
keep track of the environment by measuring the occupation number in each of the four
possible local states available for hopping. These four states are an empty state, two
singly occupied states, and a doubly occupied state. The local interaction is simply taken
into account by rescaling the hopping parameter t→ t̃ = Zt, where Z is the QP weight.
For the SBH model, KR’s approach provides a good description of the low temperature
and the low energy Fermi-liquid properties of the system: the excitations are described
27
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as effective excitations of non-interacting QP system. The paramagnetic saddle-point
solution within KR’s approach at zero temperature is identical to that derived from the
Gutzwiller approximation to Gutzwiller’s wavefunction. In fact, KR’s approach uncovers
the limitations of the Gutzwiller approximation and it opens up a systematic way of
improving the Gutzwiller solution by taking into account the effect of fluctuations around
the saddle point [25]. Moreover, KR’s approach leads to a novel strong-coupling mean-field
theory which allows for a unified treatment of antiferromagnetism and ferromagnetism,
metal-to-insulator transition, and Kondo compensation effects.
However, there is a problem that KR’s approach is not manifestly spin-rotational
invariant. That is because of the assumption of a distinct spin quantization axis. This
problem is generated by embedding the physical Hilbert space of fermion states, which
possesses the full spin-rotational invariance, into a much larger Hilbert space of auxiliary
boson states, which does not possess this symetry [38]. As a result, it leads to two
restrictions in KR’s approach: (i) Local interactions are restricted to density-density ones;
(ii) when an approximation is made, it is very difficult to project the enlarged Hilbert
space of auxiliary particle states onto the original physical Hilbert space.
The above restrictions of KR’s approach were cured by Li, Wölfle and Hirschfeld
(LWH) in the “Spin-rotation invariant slave-boson approach” for the SBH model [38]. The
main advantage of LWH’s approach is that for a two-fold degenerate model with density-
density interactions, e.g., the SBH model, LWH’s saddle-point approximation recovers
that of KR’s approach. When going beyond a mean-field level by taking into account the
effect of fluctuations around the saddle-point, LWH’s approach gives some results that
have found to be missing in KR’s approach. For example, contributions from transverse
spin fluctuations are not found within KR’s theory [39]. However, they are obtained within
LWH’s approach whose results are consistent with the results derived within Fermi-liquid
theory [40]. Another advantage of LWH’s approach is that, for a two-fold degenerate
model with generic interactions, e.g., the SBH model in a transverse magnetic field, it
takes into account all terms of the local Hamiltonian whereas KR’s approach neglects
those terms which do not commute with the occupation operator, n = n↑ + n↓.
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After LWH’s theory, slave-boson theory was further extended by Fresard and Wölfle [41].
Fresard’s and Wölfle’s approach is manifestly not only spin-rotation but also charge-
rotation (particle-hole transformation) invariant. In addition to normal states, supercon-
ducting states were also analyzed within slave-boson theories [42, 43, 44, 45].
Several later works have attempted to construct a slave-boson theory for models with
arbitrary degeneracy N > 2. If the local interactions of the multi-band model under
consideration are restricted to density-density interactions and a mean-field solution is
desired one can start to build a new slave-boson representation from KR’s formulation
[46, 47, 48]. However, if one would like to go beyond a mean-field level or if one would
like to consider a generic model, e.g., the local Hamiltonian includes exchange inter-
actions, they should start from LWH’s formulation to develop a rotationally invariant
slave-boson (RISB) representation. This method has been developped by Lechermann,
Georges, Kotliar, and Olivier [29]. In this thesis we apply the RISB formulation at a
mean-field level to the effective model described by the Hamiltonian (2.11). Before we
are going to present the application of the RISB method to the effective model, in the
following section let us recall some slave-boson approaches for the SBH model to discuss
some essential physical ideas of auxiliary particle theories.
3.2 Slave-boson formalism for the Hubbard model
The Hubbard model has been used as a model for a study of strongly correlated elec-
tron systems such as transition metal, valence-mixing and high-TC materials. The SBH
model has been extensively investigated by using various methods such as the Gutzwiller
approximation to Gutzwiller’s wavefunction, Hubbard I and Hubbard III approxima-
tions, auxiliary particle techniques, dynamical mean-field theory, etc. In this section we
discuss the main ideas of auxiliary particle theories by briefly recalling three slave-boson
approaches to the SBH model.
We start from the finite-U Hubbard model whose Hamiltonian reads
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H = −t
∑
〈ij〉σ
(c†iσcjσ + H.c.) + U
∑
i
ni↑ni↓ − µ
∑
iσ
niσ. (3.1)
Here t and U are respectively, the nearest-neighbor hopping and the on-site Coulomb re-
pulsion between electrons of different spins, c†iσ (ciσ) are creation (annihilation) operators
for an electron of spin σ at site i, and µ is the chemical potential.
There are four possible states at a site i: |0i〉, |↑i〉, |↓i〉, and |↑↓i〉. They correspond to
an empty site, one up (down) spin state and a doubly occupied site, respectively. Using
Hubbard projection operators [49], we have the completeness relation for each site i:
|0i〉〈0i|+ |↑i〉〈↑i|+ |↓i〉〈↓i|+ |↑↓i〉〈↑↓i| = 1. (3.2)
Since |0i〉, |↑i〉, |↓i〉, and |↑↓i〉 form a complete basis for site i, any local operator, i.e.,
affecting only the electron of site i can be written in terms of the projection operators.
For example, the annihilation electron operators are expressed by
ci↑ = |0i〉〈↑i|+ |↓i〉〈↑↓i|, (3.3)
ci↓ = |0i〉〈↓i| − |↑i〉〈↑↓i|. (3.4)
Note that the appearance of the minus sign in the expression of ci↓ is to preserve the
canonical anticommutation relations of fermions. As it was shown by Hubbard [49],
some of the projection operators are fermion-like, some boson-like. Their commutators or
anticommutators form an algebra. These algebraic properties of the projection operators
are exactly reproduced by a combined fermion-boson field theory [50], i.e., the projection
operators are represented in terms of auxiliary fermions and auxiliary bosons.
However, the representation of the projection operators in terms of auxiliary particles
is not unique. Basically, for normal phases of the SBH model, there are two different ways
of introducing auxiliary particles. Barnes [34, 35], Read and Newns [36], Coleman [37], and
Zou and Anderson [50] introduced two fermions and two bosons. Kotliar and Ruckenstein
[24], and Lavagna [25] introduced two fermions and four bosons. In the former case, the
charge and spin degrees of freedom are not treated on the same footing as they are treated
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in the latter. Although Li, Wölfle and Hirschfeld [38] used two fermions and six bosons,
their slave-boson theory belongs to the latter for this reason.
3.2.1 Barnes’ approach
Initially, Barnes’s approach [34, 35] was proposed for the Anderson model. The approach
has been widely used for the Anderson model, especially in the strong correlation limit
U →∞. Later, Zou and Anderson [50] showed, how one applied the method to the SBH
model. The mapping is as follows:
|0i〉 7→ e†i|vac〉, (3.5)
|↑i〉 7→ S†i↑|vac〉, (3.6)
|↓i〉 7→ S†i↓|vac〉, (3.7)
|↑↓i〉 7→ d†i|vac〉. (3.8)
Here ei and di are Bose fields and Siσ are Fermi fields, |vac〉 is the vacuum. Due to the
completeness condition (3.2) the auxiliary fields have to fulfill the following constraint:
e†iei + d
†
idi +
∑
σ
S†iσSiσ = 1. (3.9)
Using Eqs. (3.3)–(3.4) the electron operators ciσ are expressed in terms of auxiliary fields
as
ci↑ = e
†
iSi↑ + diS
†
i↓, (3.10)
ci↓ = e
†
iSi↓ − diS†i↑. (3.11)
Substituting Eqs. (3.10)–(3.11) into Eq. (3.1), one finds
H = H0 + tH
′, (3.12)
where
H0 = −t
∑
〈ij〉σ
(eie
†
j − did†j)S†iσSjσ + H.c.+ µ
∑
i
(e†iei − d†idi)− µN , (3.13)
H ′ = −
∑
〈ij〉
[
(eidj + ejdi)S
†
i↑S
†
i↓ + H.c.
]
. (3.14)
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Here N is the number of the lattice sites. Zou and Anderson [50] pointed out the nature
of the transformation (3.10)–(3.11): physically e†i corresponds to creating an empty site
and d†i a doubly occupied site. Therefore, e
†
i and d
†
i have opposite charges (e and -e,
respectively). It is clear that from Eqs. (3.10)–(3.11) one can treat S†iσ as a neutral
particle. However, the fact that only states |0i〉 and | ↑↓ i〉 are represented by Bose
operators while |iσ〉 are represented by pseudofermion operators leads to a problem when
a mean-field approximation is made. The reason is that the charge excitations are well
represented by the slave-bosons e and d, whereas the spin excitations are not. This fact
shows up in 1/N expansion of N -orbital degeneracy generation of the N = 2 single band
model: while charge fluctuations appear in order 1/N , spin excitations only show up in
order 1/N2. This means spin correlations appear only as a second-order process. For
this reason the Barnes approach is good for system whose spin fluctuations are small
and not relevant. One is tempted to do a mean-field theory on the Hamiltonian (3.12),
namely replace ei and di by their classical values. However, this is incorrect because the
representation of ci↑ and ci↓ by Eqs. (3.10)–(3.11) has the peculiarity of mixing fermion
particles and holes. As a result, the Hamiltonian (3.12) contains many virtual processes
which ought to be eliminated before one lets bosons condense, i.e, performing the mean-
field approximation. Using a canonical transformation S̃ one can eliminate the H ′ term
in H to order t/U , i.e., tH ′ + [H0, S̃] = 0. For sufficiently large U , one neglects terms of
order of (t/U)2 and restricts oneself within the subspace determined by Eq. (3.9), yielding
S̃ =
t
U
∑
〈ij〉
(e†id
†
j + e
†
jd
†
i)Sj↓Si↑ − H.c., (3.15)
Heff = H0 −
4t2
U
∑
〈ij〉
(
S†i↑S
†
j↓Sj↓Si↑ + S
†
i↑Sj↑S
†
j↓Si↓
)
, (3.16)
where H0 is defined by Eq. (3.13). Now one can replace ei and di in Eq. (3.16) by their clas-
sical values to carry out a mean-field approximation. However, when solving the problem
a supplementary approximation still needs to be made in the neutral fermion fields Siσ.
That is because Eq. (3.16) contains terms of four fermion operators, e.g., S†i↑S
†
j↓Sj↓Si↑.
Furthermore, one has to keep in mind that the effective Hamiltonian (3.16) is good only
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for the large-U limit. Due to these reasons Barnes approach has not been widely used for
the Hubbard model. It is therefore desirable to explore alternative slave-boson represen-
tations. One obvious possibility is a representation in terms of two Schwinger bosons and
two spinless fermions. The detail mapping reads
|0i〉 7→ f †i|vac〉, (3.17)
|↑i〉 7→ a†i↑|vac〉, (3.18)
|↓i〉 7→ a†i↓|vac〉, (3.19)
|↑↓i〉 7→ h†i|vac〉. (3.20)
Here a†i↑ and a
†
i↓ are Bose operators, assumed to transform as a two-component spinor
under a rotation in spin space, and f †i and h
†
i are spinless Fermi operators [51]. The
electron operators are expressed as
ci↑ = f
†
iai↑ + hia
†
i↓, (3.21)
ci↓ = f
†
iai↓ − ha†i↑. (3.22)
The anticommunication relations of the operators ciσ are preserved if the aiσ (fi, hi)
operators obey canonical commutation (anticommutation) relations and the following
constraint ∑
σ
a†iσaiσ + f
†
ifi + h
†
ihi = 1, (3.23)
is satisfied. However, the fact that only states |iσ〉 are represented by Bose operators while
|0i〉 and |↑↓i〉 are represented by pseudofermion operators leads to a similar problem men-
tioned earlier in Barnes’ approach. Here the roles of fermions and bosons are interchanged.
Spin and charge excitations are still treated unequally. In contrast to Barnes’ approach
the above representation using Schwinger bosons is good for investigating the effect of
spin fluctuations.
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3.2.2 Kotliar and Ruckenstein’s approach
In Barnes’ approach, only two of the four local states are mapped onto slave-bosons.
Because of this reason, Barnes’ representation suffers from a problem that charge and
spin excitations are treated unequally as mentioned above. In order to cure this problem,
a complete mapping of the four local states onto slave bosons needs to be made. This idea
was first introduced by KR [24], who proposed a representation in terms of two auxiliary
fermions fi↑, fi↓ and of slave bosons ei and di for the empty and doubly occupied states
and two bosons pi↑, pi↓ for singly occupied states at site i. The introduction of auxiliary
particles is to help characterize these states which enlarge the original Hilbert space to
the one of fermion and boson states. The mapping detail is the following:
|0i〉 7→ e†i|vac〉, (3.24)
|↑i〉 7→ p†i↑f †↑|vac〉, (3.25)
|↓i〉 7→ p†i↓f †↓|vac〉, (3.26)
|↑↓i〉 7→ d†if †i↑f †i↓|vac〉. (3.27)
Here ei, piσ and di are Bose fields and fiσ are fermions. The squares of expectation values
of Bose fields are supposed to give the occupation probabilities of the four states. In terms
of auxiliary particles the electron operators are represented as
ciσ = Riσfiσ, (3.28)
Riσ = e
†
ipiσ + p
†
iσ̄di, (3.29)
where σ̄ is the complement of σ. Note that the peculiarity of mixing fermion particles
and holes as seen in Eqs. (3.10)–(3.11) no longer occurs. To make this representation
physically meaningful, it must be accompanied by three constraints. They ensure that
only the physically relevant subspace of the enlarged Hilbert space is considered. One
constraint is
Pi ≡ e†iei +
∑
σ
p†iσpiσ + d
†
idi − 1 = 0, (3.30)
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which states that a site is either empty, singly occupied, or doubly occupied. The two
remaining constraints are
Qiσ ≡ f †iσfiσ − p†iσpiσ − d†idi = 0, (3.31)
they ensure that when an electron with spin σ is at site i, this site is either singly occupied
with spin σ or doubly occupied. Introduction of the Bose fields allows us to linearize the
local interaction and to make the Hamiltonian being quadratic in term of fermions. The
SBH model is rewritten in terms of the auxiliary fields as
H = −t
∑
〈ij〉σ
(R†iσf
†
iσfjσRjσ + H.c.) + U
∑
i
d†idi + µ
∑
iσ
f †iσfiσ. (3.32)
The effect of the operators R†iσ, Rjσ is the following: when an electron with spin σ
is annihilated at site j, either a doubly occupied site goes over into a singly occupied
site with spin σ̄ or a singly occupied site with spin σ goes over into an empty site. This
is described by the operator Rjσ. Similarly, when an electron hops onto site i, a singly
occupied state is created if the site was empty before, or a doubly occupied state is created
when before the site was singly occupied with spin σ̄. This is ensured by the operator R†iσ.
The Coulomb term is bilinear in the boson operators and acts only on doubly occupied
sites.
One checks that the operators Pi and Qiσ commute with the Hamiltonian (3.32), i.e.,
once in the physical subspace of the enlarged Hilbert space, we remain in it. Therefore
the constraints (3.30) and (3.31) are enforced at each site by time-independent Lagrange
multipliers, which we symbolize by λ
(1)
i and λ
(2)
iσ , respectively. One finds
H = −t
∑
〈ij〉σ
(R†iσf
†
iσfjσRjσ + H.c.) + U
∑
i
d†idi + µ
∑
iσ
f †iσfiσ
+
∑
i
λ
(1)
i (e
†
iei +
∑
σ
p†iσpiσ + d
†
idi − 1)
+
∑
iσ
λ
(2)
iσ (f
†
iσfiσ − p†iσpiσ − d†idi). (3.33)
The mean-field approximation replaces the Bose fields by their classical values, which
we assume to be real. The operators e†i, ei, p
†
iσ, piσ, and d
†
i, di are replaced by their
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expectation values e, pσ, d. In the noninteracting limit U = 0, one can easily find a
paramagnetic state, i.e., p↑ = p↓. Consequently, the constraints (3.30)–(3.31) reduce to
e2 + 2p2 + d2 = 1, (3.34)
p2 + d2 = < f †σfσ >= n/2, (3.35)
where n denotes the total band filling. At the half-filling, i.e., n = 1, one easily finds
e2 = p2 = d2 = 1
4
and thus 〈R†iσRjσ〉 = e2p2σ + d2p2σ̄ + 2edpσpσ̄ = 14 , rather than unity as
it should be for the noninteracting system. In order to resolve this problem one notes the
fact that the procedure described above is not unique; there are many different Hamilto-
nians, H̃ with different properties in the enlarged Hilbert space which lead to the same
spectrum as the Hamiltonian (3.1) when restricted to the physical Hilbert space defined by
the constraints (3.30) and (3.31). This arbitrariness poses no problem as long as the con-
straints are handled exactly. However, any approximation which relaxes the constraints
is sensitive to the precise choice of H̃. KR exploited this fact by taking that form of H̃
that gives exact results in the non-interacting limit within mean-field approximation. H̃
is obtained from H in Eq. (3.33) by replacing the operator Riσ by another operator, R̃iσ
R̃iσ = (1− d†idi − p†iσpiσ)−1/2Riσ(1− e†iei − p†iσ̄piσ̄)−1/2, (3.36)
which has the same eigenvalues as Riσ in the physical Hilbert space. Finally KR’s repre-
sentation of the SBH model reads
H = −t
∑
〈ij〉σ
(R̃†iσf
†
iσfjσR̃jσ + H.c.) + U
∑
i
d†idi + µ
∑
iσ
f †iσfiσ
+
∑
i
λ
(1)
i (e
†
iei +
∑
σ
p†iσpiσ + d
†
idi − 1)
+
∑
iσ
λ
(2)
iσ (f
†
iσfiσ − p†iσpiσ − d†idi). (3.37)
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Within the mean-field approximation one finds
H = −t
∑
〈ij〉σ
Zσ(f
†
iσfjσ + H.c.) +
∑
iσ
(µ− λ(2)σ )f †iσfiσ
+N
(
Ud2 + λ(1)(e2 +
∑
σ
p2σ + d
2 − 1)−
∑
σ
λ(2)σ (p
2
σ + d
2)
)
, (3.38)
where N is the number of the lattice sites and Zσ is the QP weight that is evaluated at
the saddle point as Zσ = 〈R̃†iσR̃jσ〉. As pointed previously, the above formulation of the
slave-boson theory is not rotationally invariant in spin space because we have assumed a
distinct spin quantization axis. An improvement of the theory will be discussed in the
next section.
3.2.3 Li, Wölfle and Hirschfeld’s approach
As we mentioned earlier in the introduction part of this chapter, there are two restrictions
within KR’s approach due to the assumption of a distinct spin quantization axis. In this
section let us recall the slave-boson representation of LWH [38] to discuss how these
restrictions were resolved.
The idea of LWH is that KR’s representation of |σi〉 is not spin-rotation invariant,
but depends on the choice of a quantization axis in spin space. In order to retrieve the
two degrees of freedom associated with the quantization axis, it is the best to interpret
the operator product p†iσf
†
iσ in Eqs. (3.25)–(3.26) as creating a composite particle, whose
spin should be 1/2. Since the spin of the auxiliary fermion fiσ should be 1/2 as well,
possible spin values for the p-bosons are S = 0 and S = 1. From this consideration one
realizes that to construct a spin-rotation invariant representation one needs four p-bosons
instead of just two as in KR’s approach. Similarly to KR’s representation, LWH introduce
two auxiliary fermions fiσ to account for the quasiparticle degrees of freedom. But the
way they introduce slave bosons is different from that of KR. In order to understand
LWH’s representation, let us consider the one-particle Hilbert space at site i. There are
two physical states, namely |↑ i〉 and |↓ i〉, and there are two auxiliary fermion states,
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namely f †i↑|vac〉 and f †i↓|vac〉. For each pair of physical state |σi〉 and auxiliary fermion
state f †iσ′ |vac〉 they introduce a slave boson p†iσσ′ , where the first and second spin index
represent the physical state and auxiliary fermion state, respectively. Note that the slave
bosons p†iσσ′ can be written in a matrix form
p†i =
p†i↑↑ p†i↑↓
p†i↓↑ p
†
i↓↓
 , (3.39)
which leads to a concept of diagonal bosons (p†i↑↑ and p
†
i↓↓) , i.e., σ = σ
′, and off-diagonal
bosons (p†i↑↓ and p
†
i↓↑), i.e., σ 6= σ′. From here on we use underlined symbols to represent
matrices. The KR mapping is recovered by neglecting all off-diagonal bosons p†i↑↓ and
p†i↓↑ and by setting the diagonal bosons: p
†
iσσ 7→ p†iσ. The mapping detail is as follows:
|0i〉 7→ e†i|vac〉, (3.40)
|↑i〉 7→ 1√
2
(
p†i↑↑f
†
↑ + p
†
i↑↓f
†
↓
)
|vac〉, (3.41)
|↓i〉 7→ 1√
2
(
p†i↓↑f
†
↑ + p
†
i↓↓f
†
↓
)
|vac〉, (3.42)
|↑↓i〉 7→ d†if †i↑f †i↓|vac〉. (3.43)
Here all ei, piσ,σ′ and di are Bose fields. It is useful to represent p
†
iσσ′ in terms of its
projections onto the usual Pauli matrices τ 1, τ 2, τ 3 and the unit matrix τ 0
p†iν =
1√
2
tr
(
τ νp
†
i
)
. (3.44)
As it is expected, the boson fields p†iσσ′ form a spin singlet p
†
i0 and a spin triplet p
†
i =(
p†i1, p
†
i2, p
†
i3
)
. The set of triplet components p†i transforms as a vector under spin ro-
tations, while p†i0 transforms as a scalar. The spin-zero boson p
†
i0 represents the charge
degrees of freedom of the spinor states, whereas the spin-one boson p†i describes the spin
degrees of freedom. However, one should note that these fields do not automatically
represent the electron charge and spin operators, because the density operators involve
the square of the matrix pi. In terms of auxiliary particles the electron operators are
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represented as
c†iσ =
∑
σ′
R†iσσ′f
†
iσ′ , (3.45)
ciσ =
∑
σ′
fiσ′Riσ′σ, (3.46)
Riσ′σ = e
†
ipiσ′σ + σσ
′p†iσ̄σ̄′di. (3.47)
The operator Riσ′σ describes the sum of processes: from a singly occupied site to an
empty site and from a doubly occupied site to a singly occupied site with time-reversed
spin. The term evolving the operator di may be expressed in a more transparent way
by using the transformation properties of piσσ′ under the time-reversal operator T̂ : p̃i0 =
T̂ pi0T̂
−1 = pi0, p̃i = T̂piT̂
−1 = −pi, implying
p̃iσσ′ =
(
T̂ piT̂
−1
)
σσ′
= σσ′piσ̄′σ̄. (3.48)
It follows that
Ri = e
†
ipi + p̃
†
idi, (3.49)
which is a generalization of Eq. (3.29). It is important to note that in KR’s formalism the
spin index σ carried by the physical operator ciσ is identical to that of the QP operator
fiσ. But in LWH’s method it is different: the physical operator ciσ is connected with
not only the QP operator fiσ but also with the QP operator fiσ̄ of the complementary
spin. Similarly to KR’s approach the form of the rotation matrix Ri is not unique. One
can construct a new one by multiplying it with an arbitrary operator whose eigenvalues
are unity in the physical subspace. As we mentioned in the previous section, one ex-
ploits this arbitrariness such that the mean-field approximation gives exact results in the
noninteracting limit by taking the following form of Ri:
R̃i =
[
(1− d†idi)τ 0 − p†ipi
]−1/2
Ri
[
(1− e†iei)τ 0 − p̃†ip̃i
]−1/2
. (3.50)
In terms of auxiliary particles the SBH Hamiltonian reads
H = −t
∑
〈ij〉σσ1σ2
(R̃†iσσ1f
†
iσ1fjσ2R̃jσ2σ + H.c.) + U
∑
i
d†idi + µ
∑
iσ
f †iσfiσ. (3.51)
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To make this representation physically meaningful, it must be accompanied by five con-
straints. They ensure that only the physically relevant part of the enlarged Hilbert space
is considered. One constraint is
Pi = e
†
iei +
∑
σσ′
p†iσσ′piσ′σ + d
†
idi − 1 = 0, (3.52)
which states that a site is either empty, singly occupied, or doubly occupied. The four
remaining constraints are
Qiσσ′ = f
†
iσfiσ′ −
∑
σ1
p†iσ1σ′piσσ1 − δσσ′d†idi = 0. (3.53)
They ensure that the number of electrons must match the number of p bosons and d
bosons. One can write the constraints (3.53) explicitly as
Qi↑↑ = f
†
i↑fi↑ − p†i↑↑pi↑↑ − p†i↓↑pi↑↓ − d†idi = 0, (3.54)
Qi↓↓ = f
†
i↓fi↓ − p†i↓↓pi↓↓ − p†i↑↓pi↓↑ − d†idi = 0, (3.55)
Qi↑↓ = f
†
i↑fi↓ − p†i↑↓pi↑↑ − p†i↓↓pi↑↓ = 0, (3.56)
Qi↓↑ = f
†
i↓fi↑ − p†i↓↑pi↓↓ − p†i↑↑pi↓↑ = 0. (3.57)
There are thus two additional constrains (3.56)–(3.57) compared to KR’s formulation.
Note that Barnes’ approach was also generalized to be spin-and charge-rotational invariant
by Alvarez, Balseiro, and Ceccatto [52]. The idea is that bosons and fermions are exactly
integrated out by help of a Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation. Afterward a saddle
point approximation is made by replacing the Hubbard-Stratonovich fields and Lagrange
multipliers by c-numbers which are determined by minimizing the effective action.
3.3 Slave-boson formalism for the effective model
In the previous section we have discussed an application of LWH’s approach for the
single-band Hubbard model. Here, we apply a generalization of LWH’s approach for a
multi-orbital model, namely, the RISB method [29] for the effective model defined by the
Hamiltonian (2.11).
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We first describe the auxiliary particles introduced on each site within the RISB for-
malism. For the sake of clarity, we skip here the site index. We introduce six auxiliary
fermions djz to account for the QP degrees of freedom. Slave bosons are introduced to
connect the physical Hilbert space (of original f †jz operators) and the auxiliary Hilbert
space (of auxiliary d†jz operators). In order to define the slave bosons one needs to choose
two basis sets: one for the Hilbert space of f †jz operators, the other for that of d
†
jz op-
erators. In the RISB formalism, the two basis sets can be arbitrarily chosen. However,
for convenience, a multiplet-Fock basis is used, namely, we choose the multiplet basis
Γ for the physical Hilbert space and the Fock basis n ≡ |n〉 for the auxiliary Hilbert
space. We speak of Fock-Fock (multiplet-multiplet) basis when the Fock (multiplet) basis
is chosen for both physical states and auxiliary states, respectively. The choice of the
multiplet-Fock basis is to make the local interaction being diagonalized in the multiplet
basis and to simplify some equations, e.g., the constraints. The label Γ ≡ |M ;J ,Jz〉
refers to an eigenstate of the local interaction Û(a) defined by Eq. (2.3), which is a mul-
tiplet state of M electrons forming a total angular momentum J with a component Jz
in the z−direction. Whereas n ≡ |n〉 denotes a Fock state of auxiliary fermion particles,
which is an eigenstate of the occupation number operator
∑
jz
d†jzdjz .
For each pair of a physical state Γ and an auxiliary state |n〉, we introduce a slave-
boson creation operator φ†Γn. As a result, within the RISB approach, a density matrix is
constructed instead of just a probability amplitude for each state. This approach might
lead to an enormous amount of auxiliary bosons, but, as we will see in the following,
symmetries allow to cancel most of these bosons without loosing any generality. Both
slave-boson methods, i.e., the ones developped by KR and by Hasegawa, can be obtained
as approximations from the RISB formalism: first one has to choose, respectively, the
Fock-Fock or the multiplet-multiplet basis, and then to neglect, as an approximation,
all off diagonal bosons φnn′ (with n 6= n′) or φΓΓ′ (with Γ 6= Γ′). In order not to be
misleading, we would like to emphasis that the first index of a slave boson, e.g., φnn′ ,
refers to a state in the original Hilbert state whereas the second refers to a state in the
auxiliary space. So that whenever comparing the two indices, e.g., n 6= n′ or n = n′
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as mentioned above, one understands that the physical state |n〉 is compared with the
counterpart of the auxiliary state |n′〉 in the physical Hilbert space. The counter part of an
auxiliary |n′〉 state is obtained by simply replacing its d†jz with f †jz . The auxiliary bosons
φ†Γnwhich are relevant here are the ones for which the overlap between the multiplet state
|Γ〉 and the Fock state |n〉 is non-zero. Intuitively, this results from the fact that each
inter-site hopping term in the Hamiltonian (2.11) transforms local Fock states into other
local Fock sates, while the interaction Û is diagonal in the multiplet basis. We thus omit
all the bosons φ†Γn that have 〈n|Γ〉 = 0. Thus, there are 116 bosons in our current problem
(see Appendix A). It follows that the QP weight matrix as we will see below is diagonal
and the number of constraints is N + 1 = 7. Note that, since Jz is a good quantum
number, Jz(Γ) 6= Jz(n) follows that 〈n|Γ〉 = 0. As a consequence, bosons which have
Jz(Γ) 6= Jz(n) are cancelled.
The local f−electron operators are expressed in term of auxiliary bosons and fermions
as follows:
fjz = R
†
jz
[Φ] djz , (3.58)
where the operator R†jz[Φ] is defined as
R†jz[Φ] ≡
γ̂jz [Φ]√
n̂jz [Φ] (1− n̂jz [Φ])
, (3.59)
with
γ̂jz [Φ] ≡
∑
ΓΓ′,nn′
〈Γ|f †jz |Γ′〉〈n|f †jz |n′〉φ†ΓnφΓ′n′ , (3.60)
n̂jz [Φ] ≡
∑
Γn
φ†ΓnφΓn〈n|f †jzfjz |n〉. (3.61)
Reintroducing the site index, the Hamiltonian (2.11) is written in terms of the auxiliary
operators as
H = −
∑
〈a,b〉, jz
tjz
[
Rjz [Φa]R
†
jz
[Φb]d
†
ajzdbjz +H.c.
]
+
∑
a,Γn
EΓφ
†
a,Γnφa,Γn, (3.62)
where EΓ are the eigenvalues of the local Hamiltonian Û (see Appendix A). We will see
later that within the mean-field approximation the operators R†jz [Φ] are connected to
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the QP weights by the relations Zjz = |Rjz |2. The unphysical states introduced by the
slave-boson mapping are projected out by imposing the local constraints:
1 =
∑
Γn
φ†a,Γnφa,Γn, (3.63)
d†ajzdajz =
∑
Γn
〈n|f †jzfjz |n〉φ†a,Γnφa,Γn. (3.64)
It is clear that the basis for the physical Hilbert space can be chosen arbitrarily in the RISB
formalism due to its rotational invariance. One can change a basis from the multiple-basis
|Γ〉 to the Fock-basis |n〉 and consider Fock-Fock bosons φn′n by using the following linear
transformation
φ†n′n =
∑
Γ
〈Γ|n′〉φ†Γn. (3.65)
But as mentioned above here we use the eigenstates |Γ〉 of the local Hamiltonian as a
basis set for convenience. The diagonal Fock-Fock bosons φnn are the ones introduced in
the Kotliar-Ruckenstein formalism.
In particular, our local Hamiltonian is a real and symmetric matrix. Therefore in
the numerical calculations we use the same linear combinations of the Fock states which
define the atomic multiplet |Γ〉 as a basis set |Γ′〉 for quasiparticles and corresponding
bosons φΓΓ′ are considered. This is useful for interpreting the results at the saddle-point
(see the next Chapters). The relation between the multiplet-multiplet bosons φΓΓ′ and
the multiplet-Fock bosons φΓnis the following
φ†ΓΓ′ =
∑
n
〈n|Γ′〉φ†Γn. (3.66)
Nevertheless, one can combine the above two linear transformations (3.65) and (3.66) to
find the relation between the Fock-Fock bosons and the multiplet-multiplet bosons:
φ†ΓΓ′ =
∑
nn′
〈Γ|n′〉〈n|Γ′〉φ†n′n. (3.67)
3.3.1 Mean-field approximation
In this section we derive mean-field equations for paramagnetic and ferromagnetic phases
by assuming that the groundstate is invariant under shifts by one lattice site. The gen-
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eralization to antiferromagnetic phases on a bipartite lattice can be easily derived in an
analogous way as developed by Hasegawa [26]. Following the standard slave-boson mean-
field approaches, we make the following approximations:
(i) The bosonic operators are replaced by their expectation values: φ†a,Γn, φa,Γn −→ ϕΓn.
(ii) The constraints (3.63-3.64) are taken into account by introducing seven homoge-
neous Lagrange multipliers λ and λjz . Invoking the momentum space representation,
dkjz ≡ 1/
√
N
∑
a e
ikradajz , the Hamiltonian (3.62) is thus approximated by
HMF =
∑
k,jz
εkjz Zjz [Φ]d
†
kjzdkjz −
∑
k,jz
λjzd
†
kjzdkjz +N
∑
Γn
EΓ ϕ
2
Γn
+λN
(∑
Γn
ϕ2Γn − 1
)
+N
∑
jz
λjznjz [Φ] + µN
(∑
jz
njz [Φ]− nf
)
, (3.68)
where εkjz are the energy levels associated with the nearest neighbor hopping integrals
tjz , N is the total number of sites, and µ is the chemical potential, introduced to adjust
the electronic filling nf . The QP weight is
Zjz [Φ] ≡ R2jz [Φ] =
γ2jz [Φ]
njz [Φ] (1− njz [Φ])
, (3.69)
where γjz and njz are explicit functions of ϕΓn, which are defined in a similar way as the
operators γ̂jz and n̂jz in Eqs. (3.60)–(3.61)
γjz [Φ] ≡
∑
ΓΓ′,nn′
〈Γ|f †jz |Γ′〉〈n|f †jz |n′〉ϕ∗ΓnϕΓ′n′ , (3.70)
njz [Φ] ≡
∑
Γn
ϕ∗ΓnϕΓn〈n|f †jzfjz |n〉. (3.71)
The mean-field parameters λ, λjz , µ, and ϕΓn are determined self-consistently by minimiz-
ing the free energy F ≡ − 1
β
lnTr[e−βH
MF
]. Here β = 1
kBT
, kB is the Boltzmann constant
and T is the temperature of the system. Assuming that this minimum is obtained at a
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saddle-point, one has
∑
Γn
ϕ2Γn = 1, (3.72)
njz [Φ] =
1
N
∑
k
〈d†kjzdkjz〉, (3.73)∑
jz
njz [Φ] = nf , (3.74)
2(EΓ + λ)ϕΓn = −
∑
jz
(λjz + µ)
∂njz [Φ]
∂ϕΓn
− 1
N
∑
jz
∂Zjz [Φ]
∂ϕΓn
∑
k
εkjz〈d
†
kjz
dkjz〉, (3.75)
with
〈d†kjzdkjz〉 = nF (εkjz Zjz [Φ]− λjz) , (3.76)
where nF (ε) ≡ 1/
(
1 + eβε
)
is the Fermi distribution function. The partial derivatives
in Eq. (3.75) can be easily expressed analytically from the explicit expressions given by
Eqs. (3.60)–(3.61). One obtains
∂Zjz [Φ]
∂ϕΓn
= Zjz [Φ]
2njz [Φ]− 1
njz [Φ](1− njz [Φ])
∂njz [Φ]
∂ϕΓn
+ 2
γjz [Φ]
njz [Φ](1− njz [Φ])
∂γjz [Φ]
∂ϕΓn
, (3.77)
with
∂γjz [Φ]
∂ϕΓn
=
∑
Γ′n′
〈Γ|f †jz|Γ
′〉〈n|f †jz|n
′〉ϕΓ′n′ , (3.78)
∂njz [Φ]
∂ϕΓn
= 2ϕΓn〈n|f †jzfjz |n〉. (3.79)
3.3.2 Bare density of states
We introduce the orbital-dependent bare density of states (DOS)
ρjz0 (ω) ≡
1
N
∑
k
δ (ω − εkjz) , (3.80)
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the mean-field equations (3.72)–(3.75) are rewritten as
∑
Γn
ϕ2Γn = 1, (3.81)
njz [Φ] =
∫
dω ρjz0 (ω) nF (ωZjz [Φ]− λjz), (3.82)∑
jz
njz [Φ] = nf , (3.83)
2(EΓ + λ)ϕΓn = −
∑
jz
(λjz + µ)
∂njz [Φ]
∂ϕΓn
−
∑
jz
∂Zjz [Φ]
∂ϕΓn
∫
dω ω ρjz0 (ω) nF (ωZjz [Φ]− λjz). (3.84)
Eqs. (3.81)–(3.84) are RISBMF equations for the effective model defined by the Hamilto-
nian (2.11) within the RISB method. In this work we will consider only the ground state
properties of the systems, i.e., at temperature T = 0. In this limit the Fermi distribution
function nF (ε) becomes the Heaviside function θ(−ε). After taking this limit one can even
go further in simplifying Eq. (3.82) and Eq. (3.84) if a specific analytical form of the bare
density of states is chosen. We manage to solve the RISBMF equations (3.81)–(3.84) for
two different cases of the bare density of states, namely, a constant density of states and a
density of states of an infinite linear chain. Results for the constant density of states are
discussed in the next chapter and those for an infinite linear chain are briefly mentioned
in appendix D. We focus mainly on results of the constant density of states case because
the RISBMF equations can be simplified further considerably. The simplification not only
helps us to reduce numerical efforts significantly but also enable us to understand better
the physics of the system.
3.3.3 Classification of partially localized phases
This section is devoted to classify partially localized phases which are discussed in the
next chapters. In the effective model we have obtained a number of different PM and FM
phases which are characterized by a localization of some 5f orbitals. We use magnetic
order (PM or FM) and jz quantum numbers of localized orbitals to classify the obtained
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phases.
An jz orbital is called a localized one if the corresponding effective hopping, or alter-
natively the QP weight is renormalized to zero
Z|jz| = 0, (3.85)
and the orbital occupation
njz + n−jz = 1. (3.86)
More precisely, in a PM case njz = n−jz = 0.5 while njz = 1, n−jz = 0 in FM one.
As it is known, for any jz-orbital in a PM phase one has ”up” (jz > 0) and ”down”
(jz < 0) symmetry. Thus, in discussion of PM phases, it is enough to discuss only ”up”
orbitals. In contrast to a PM phase, the ”up” and ”down” symmetry is broken in a FM
phase. Hence, one has to discuss both ”up” and ”down” orbitals when discussing FM
phase.
In more detail we also distinguish between fully polarized ferromagnetic state and par-
tially polarized ferromagnetic state. For the sake of simplification they will be addressed
as SFM (saturated FM) and FM, respectively.
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Chapter 4
Numerical results for a constant
density of states
In this chapter, we present numerical results of the RISBMF Eqs. (3.81)–(3.84) for the
effective model described by the microscopic Hamiltonian (2.11). Here we consider the
effective model on a lattice characterized by an orbital-dependent constant density of
states (DOS)
ρ0jz(ω) =
1
Wjz
θ
(
Wjz
2
− |ω|
)
, (4.1)
where Wjz is the bare bandwidth of the jz orbital. Using Eq. (4.1) the RISBMF Eqs.
(3.81)–(3.84) are rewritten as follows∑
Γn
ϕ2Γn = 1, (4.2)
λjz =
(
njz [Φ]−
1
2
)
WjzZjz [Φ] , (4.3)∑
jz
njz [Φ] = nf , (4.4)[
EΓ + λ+ µ
∑
jz
〈n|f †jzfjz |n〉
]
ϕΓn =
∑
jz
Wjz
2
γjz [Φ]
∂γjz [Φ]
∂ϕΓn
. (4.5)
Note that γjz [Φ] and
∂γjz [Φ]
∂ϕΓn
are explicit functions of Φ, given by Eqs. (3.70) and (3.78),
respectively. Solving the mean-field equations (4.2)–(4.5) one obtains several solutions
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with differences in energy and symmetry. The coexistence of two (or even more) solutions
can occur in the vicinity of the transitions where one or two orbitals are localized. In all
situations, the physical solution is determined from the ground-state energy. The latter
is obtained from HMF (3.68) as follows
E[Φ] = 〈HMF 〉 = −
∑
jz
Wjz
2
γ2jz +
∑
Γn
EΓϕ
2
Γn . (4.6)
In calculations, we consider W ≡ W 3
2
and W ′ ≡ W 1
2
= W 5
2
as independent pa-
rameters while the on-site Coulomb integrals UJ are fixed to their atomic values. The
latter are determined from local density approximation (LDA) wavefunctions for UPt3,
i. e., U4 = 17.21 eV , U2 = 18.28 eV , and U0 = 21.00 eV [20]. This consideration can be
applied for U-based compounds in which the Coulomb interaction weakly depends on the
chemical environment, whereas the electron bandwidths vary strongly from compound to
compound. We concentrate on the intermediate valence regime by taking the 5f band
filling nf = 2.5. For a given set of W and W
′, using the Powell hybrid method [53],
the non-linear mean-field equations (4.2)–(4.5) are solved numerically to determine the
mean-field parameters ϕΓn, λjz , λ, and µ. The electronic occupations njz and the QP
weights Zjz are computed by using Eqs. (3.61) and (3.69), respectively.
4.1 Non-interacting and atomic limits
One of the many advantages of the RISBMF method is the possibility of giving exact
solutions in the non-interacting and in the atomic limits [29]. The exact solutions for
the non-interacting and the atomic limits are used to test the numerical coding program.
Moreover, for intermediate interactions, these results can be used as initial values for the
minimizing procedures.
In the non-interacting limit, the ground-state is a paramagnetic (PM) state in which
all orbitals are fully itinerant. Technically, it is most advantageous to use the Fock-basis
for both physical and auxiliary states to consider Fock-Fock bosons ϕnn′ . Especially, in
the highest symmetry case, i.e., for the isotropic (W = W ′) model at half-filling nf = 3,
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Figure 4.1: Diagonal boson occupations |ϕΓΓ|2 as a function of U4/W in PM phase for
isotropic case. The thin dotted lines are the values of diagonal Bose occupations in the
atomic limit for M = 2 (upper line) and M = 3 (lower line).
all 64 possible local states are equivalent. Using Eqs. (3.65) and (4.2) one obtains the
slave boson mean-field values associated to the M -electron Fock state |n〉
ϕnn′ =
δn,n′√
64
. (4.7)
In the case of nf = 2.5, the solution is obtained by smoothly decreasing the band-filling
nf from 3 to 2.5 step by step. Instead of the fully symmetric solution (4.7) one finds
ϕnn′ = δn,n′ϕnn. (4.8)
While the global symmetry between all charge sectors is broken, one still has the local
symmetry, i.e., all ϕnn in a given M -electron Hilbert subspace are identical (see Fig. 4.1).
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the choice of the two basis sets to define slave bosons
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Figure 4.2: QP weights as a function of U4/W in PM phase for isotropic case.
are flexible. Instead of using these Fock-Fock bosons ϕnn′ , one can choose the multiplet-
basis to represent both physical and auxiliary states to consider multiplet-multiplet bosons
ϕΓΓ′ . The latter are obtained by performing the linear transformation (3.67)
ϕΓΓ′ =
∑
nn′
〈Γ|n′〉〈n|Γ′〉ϕn′n. (4.9)
It follows from Eqs. (4.8) and (4.9) that
ϕΓΓ′ = δΓ,Γ′ϕΓΓ, (4.10)
ϕΓΓ = δM(Γ),M ′(n)ϕnn. (4.11)
Here M(Γ) and M ′(n) are the number of particles contained in states Γ and n respectively.
The values of diagonal bosons ϕΓΓ, which are non-zero, depend on values of hopping
parameters and are determined numerically. The results of |ϕΓΓ|2 in the isotropic case,
i.e., W = W ′, is shown in Fig. 4.1 (see where U4/W → 0).
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In contrast to the non-interacting case, there is no hopping in the atomic limit and the
number of electrons on a given site is conserved. It is natural to use the multiplet-basis to
represent both physical and auxiliary states to consider multiplet-multiplet bosons ϕΓΓ′ .
We find that all off-diagonal boson values ϕΓΓ′ (Γ 6= Γ′) are zero, similar to the non-
interacting case. The diagonal ones ϕΓΓ are also zero in all M -particle Hilbert subspaces,
except when M = 2, 3. In addition, ϕΓΓ are non-zero only if the states Γ satisfy Hund’s
rule, i.e., J(Γ) = 4 for M(Γ) = 2 and J(Γ) = 9
2
for M(Γ) = 3. Formally we can write
ϕΓΓ′ = δΓΓ′
(
δM(Γ),2 + δM(Γ),3
) (
δJ(Γ),4 + δJ(Γ), 9
2
)
ϕΓΓ, (4.12)
where J(Γ) denotes the total angular momentum of the state Γ. The values of ϕΓΓ are not
unique, any set of ϕΓΓ satisfying the following conditions is a solution of the mean-field
equations with the same energy per site E0 =
U4+U9/2
2
4∑
Jz=−4
|ϕ|M=2;J=4,Jz〉,|M=2;J=4,Jz〉|2 =
1
2
, (4.13)
9
2∑
Jz=− 92
|ϕ|M=3;J= 9
2
,Jz〉,|M=3;J= 92 ,Jz〉
|2 = 1
2
. (4.14)
The ground-state is thus highly degenerate. Note that in Eqs. (4.13) and (4.14) we have
written explicitly |M ; J, Jz instead of Γ as usual. The actual values of ϕΓΓ depend on the
way bandwidths are decreased to approach the atomic limit. For example, ifW = W ′ → 0,
one obtains a symmetric solution, from Eqs. (4.13)-(4.14) it follows
|ϕ|M=2;J=4,Jz〉,|M=2;J=4,Jz〉|2 =
1
18
∀Jz = −4, ..., 4, (4.15)
|ϕ|M=3;J= 9
2
,Jz〉,|M=3;J= 92 ,Jz〉
|2 = 1
20
∀Jz = −
9
2
, ...,
9
2
. (4.16)
These values are represented by thin dotted lines in Fig. 4.1.
In principle, both exact solutions in the non-interacting and atomic limits can be used
as an initial guess for the minimizing procedures for intermediate interactions. However,
since the ground-state in the atomic limit is highly degenerate, the minimizing procedures
are easily affected by a small change in values of model parameters. Indeed, a small
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change in the bandwidths leads to a big jump of the mean-field parameters, i.e., ϕΓn,
λjz , λ, and µ. Consequently, the minimizing procedures usually lead to diverging results
if one starts from the atomic limit. In actual calculations, we use the non-interacting
solution as the initial step and then the local interaction is tuned gradually to the wanted
values. Furthermore, we also try to find the physical solution by choosing the initial values
randomly. It turns out that the solutions in two cases are in good agreement with each
other. However, in the latter case, one has to try a lot of random initial configurations
to obtain the ground-state. Anyhow, far away from the transition point, the mean-field
equations are easily solved. On the other hand, the physical solution becomes more
difficult to be found in the regime close to the transition point, particularly, in the case
when more than two solutions coexist.
4.2 Hopping anisotropy and Hund’s rule splitting ef-
fects
From calculations for small cluster systems [21], it turned out that the partially localized
phase results from the influence of intra-atomic correlations on anisotropies of hopping
matrix elements. Thus, one expects a similar situation for a lattice. In order to demon-
strate this, we will first discuss the effect of the local interaction whereas the hopping
anisotropies are neglected. Afterwards the effect of hopping anisotropies will be discussed
by omitting Hund’s rule splittings.
We start from the non-interacting limit (U4/W  1) to go to the atomic limit
(U4/W  1) along the isotropic line W = W ′ on the phase diagram. We choose
the multiplet-basis to represent both physical and auxiliary states to consider multiplet-
multiplet bosons ϕΓΓ′ . In the isotropic case, the ground-state is in a PM phase in which
all orbitals are delocalized. The off-diagonal boson occupations vanish whereas those of
diagonal bosons have non-zero values. The latter are plotted as functions of U4/W in
Fig. 4.1. It shows that in the strong interaction regime, only diagonal bosons in sectors
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Figure 4.3: QP weights for different orbitals when the local energy splitting between the
sectors of total angular momentum are cancelled (U0 = U2 = U4).
of charge M = 2 and M = 3 are important, i.e., their occupations are not close to zero.
More precisely, only the diagonal bosons associated with Hund’s rule states in sectors of
charge M = 2 and M = 3 are important. The occupations of these important bosons
asymptotically approach their values in the atomic limit (thin dotted lines in Fig. 4.1)
when the interaction gets stronger as expected. Fig. 4.2 shows the QP weights as a func-
tion of U4/W . It is clear that the local interaction equally renormalizes all jz orbitals
so that the effective bandwidths WjzZjz remain isotropic. Furthermore, we demonstrate
that the QP weights Zjz → 1 when U4/W → 0 as it is expected for the non-interacting
limit. As long as we are in the isotropic line, the QP weights are finite even when the
interaction is very strong. All orbitals are equally filled with an occupation of 2.5
6
. This
means that a partial localization transition does not take place in the isotropic case.
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Now we neglect the local energy splittings between sectors of total angular momentum
by setting U0 = U2 = U4. The QP weights as functions of W
′ when W = 4 −W ′ are
shown in Fig. 4.3. It is shown that the hopping anisotropies are enhanced by the local
interaction. However, none of effective bandwidths WjzZjz is renormalized to zero, i.e., a
partially localized phase does not take place.
In conclusion, one needs not only hopping anisotropies but also local energy splittings
between the different sectors of total angular momentum in order to obtain a partially
localized state.
4.3 Quasiparticle weights and occupancies
The QP weights and occupancies of the 5f orbitals are used to classify partially localized
phases as shown in Sect. 3.3.3. In this section, we describe and label different numerical
solutions of the mean-field equations (4.2)–(4.5). Before going to discuss the phase dia-
grams in the whole W −W ′ plane, we choose two different lines on the plane to show the
variation of the QP weights and occupancies for different values of bandwidths. Respec-
tively, they are plotted in Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5, where the left panel is for W +W ′ = 2eV
line, the right panel is for W + W ′ = 4eV line. Note that in the upper panel only PM
solutions are considered whereas in the lower panel we consider both PM and FM solu-
tions. It is worth mentioning that in each W + W ′ = const line on the phase diagram,
besides a weakly anisotropic regime W ≈ W ′ there are two highly anisotropic regimes
corresponding to W  W ′ and W  W ′.
Let us first discuss the W + W ′ = 2eV case. In the weakly anisotropic regime, we
obtain a PM solution with all orbitals that are delocalized. In contrast, for the highly
anisotropic regime where W ′  W , we obtain one PM and one FM solutions. In the
former, the QP weights for the jz = ±12 and the jz = ±
5
2
orbitals are renormalized to zero
whereas those for the jz = ±32 orbitals remain finite. In the latter, the QP weights for all
orbitals are renormalized to zero except for the jz =
3
2
orbital. Note that when the QP
weight for a given orbital vanishes, this orbital can be either localized or empty depending
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Figure 4.4: The upper (lower) panel describes the QP weights for different orbitals in the
PM (FM) phase diagram.
on the corresponding occupancy (showed in Fig. 4.5). We find that in the PM phase the
jz = ±12 and jz = ±
5
2
orbitals are localized whereas the ±3
2
orbitals are delocalized. In
the FM phase, the 1
2
and 5
2
orbitals are localized, the 3
2
orbital is delocalized while the
remaining orbitals with jz = −12 , −
3
2
, −5
2
are unoccupied. These two phases are named
“PM jz =
1
2
, 5
2
localized phase” and “SFM jz =
1
2
, 5
2
localized phase”, respectively. The
latter is labeled SFM because all orbitals with negative jz are empty, i.e., it is a fully
polarized (saturated) state. For the other highly anisotropic regime where W  W ′,
we obtain three solutions: one PM and two FM. In the PM phase, the ±3
2
and ±5
2
orbitals are localized while the ±1
2
orbitals are delocalized. This phase is named “PM
jz =
3
2
, 5
2
localized phase”. One of these two FM phases is fully polarized, in which the
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Figure 4.5: The upper (lower) panel describes occupation numbers for the different orbitals
in PM (FM) phase diagram.
3
2
, 5
2
orbitals are localized, and the 1
2
orbital is delocalized whereas the remaining orbitals
with jz = −12 , −
3
2
, −5
2
are empty. It is named “SFM jz =
3
2
, 5
2
localized phase”. In the
other FM phase, the delocalized ±1
2
orbitals form a PM state whereas the 3
2
and 5
2
orbitals
are localized and those orbitals with jz = −32 , −
5
2
are empty. It is named “FM jz =
3
2
, 5
2
localized phase”.
Now we discuss results along the W + W ′ = 4eV line. Similar to the previous case,
in the weakly anisotropic regime, we obtain a PM non-localized phase; in the highly
anisotropic regime where W ′  W , we obtain a PM and a SFM jz = 12 ,
5
2
localized
phases. On the other hand, in the highly anisotropic regime where W  W ′, we face a
different situation. We obtain two solutions, one PM and one FM. In the PM phase the
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±3
2
orbitals are localized and in the FM phase the 3
2
orbital is localized and the −3
2
orbital
is empty. They are denoted by “PM jz =
3
2
localized phase” and “FM jz =
3
2
localized
phase”, respectively.
By changing the total values of W and W ′, one visits all possible W + W ′ = const
lines on the phase diagrams in the W −W ′ plan. For W ′ small and W large enough, in
addition to the PM and SFM jz =
1
2
, 5
2
localized phases, we obtain a new partly polarized
FM solution, which is similar to the SFM jz =
1
2
, 5
2
localized phase except that the −3
2
orbital is no longer empty. This phase is named “FM jz =
1
2
, 5
2
localized phase”. For
W ′ ∼ 2.5eV and W large enough, we obtain two new partially localized solutions, one
PM and one FM. In the former the ±5
2
orbitals are localized whereas in the latter the 5
2
orbital is localized and the −5
2
orbital is empty. They are named “PM jz =
5
2
localized
phase” and “FM jz =
5
2
localized phase”, respectively.
In summary, we have obtained and labeled ten partially localized solutions whose
characteristics are summarized in Table 4.1. It is remarkable that in a SFM/FM partially
localized phase if a jz orbital is localized then its counterpart, i.e., the −jz orbital is
empty.
4.4 Ground-state energy
As mentioned earlier, for highly anisotropic regimes depending on the choice of the electron
bandwidths, we obtained ten partially localized solutions. In the left (right) panel of
Fig. 4.6, we plot energies for different phases as a function of W ′ when the value of
W +W ′ is fixed to 2eV (4eV ). It turns out that in most cases, the PM localized phase is
unstable toward the FM one. One exception is the case where W is small and W ′ < 2.5eV
the ground-state is degenerate (the energies of the PM and the FM solutions are equal).
Anyhow, the importance is that the ground-state in this highly anisotropic regime is in a
partially localized phase.
For the weakly anisotropic regime, the ground-state is in a PM non-localized phase.
By adjusting the electron bandwidths one can see the transition from a non-localized
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Figure 4.6: Energy of different solutions when moving from the jz =
1
2
, 5
2
localized phase,
through the non-localized phase, to the jz =
3
2
, 5
2
localized phase along W + W ′ = 2eV
and W + W ′ = 4eV lines. The magnetic order of each solution is also indicated. The
characteristic of each phase is listed in the Table 4.1. Here E0 =
U4+U 9
2
2
is the ground-state
energy per site in the atomic limit.
phase to a partially localized one and vice versa. In most cases, the transition is first-
order except for the second-order phase transition between a non-localized phase and a
single orbital localized phase when they have the same magnetic order, i. e., they are
both PM or both FM.
Let us point out the correction of the critical value for partial localization transition
due to magnetic ordering. Generally the critical value will shift toward the isotropic line
(W = W ′). For example, along the line W + W ′ = 2eV , the transition takes place at
W ′ = 0.8eV in the PM diagram but this value is shift to W ′ = 0.9eV (about 11 percents)
in the FM phase diagram. It is clear that the influence of magnetic order on partial
localization transition is important for a quantitative discussion of the partial localization
transition.
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Figure 4.7: PM phase diagram. The inset shows the phase diagram for larger values of
electron bandwidths.
4.5 Phase diagrams
Fig. 4.7 is the PM phase diagram in which we restricted ourselves to PM solutions. Due
to the ’up’ and ’down’ symmetry of a PM state the number of mean-field equations is
reduced by a factor of 2, thus the mean-field parameters are easily determined. When
this restriction is left out, i.e., considering the FM instabilities in addition to PM phases,
we obtain the FM phase diagram as shown in Fig. 4.8. The magnetic order of the ground-
state and the jz quantum number of localized orbitals are indicated inside the phase
diagrams. The characteristic of each phase is given in the Table 4.1. It is worth knowing
that in a FM partially localized phase, if a jz orbital is localized then its counterpart,
the −jz orbital, will be empty. The latter helps to reduce the interaction between these
jz and −jz electrons. As a result, the energy of a FM partially localized phase is lower
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Figure 4.8: FM phase diagram. The dotted line is a guide for the eye, corresponding to
W = W ′.
than that of a PM one. This explains why the regions of the partially localized phases
in the FM phase diagram are larger than those in the PM phase diagram. However, by
concentrating only on the orbital localization one sees that the shape of the PM and FM
phase diagrams are qualitatively similar. It means one can deal with only PM solutions to
get a sketchy view of the problem before going deeply into details with more complicated
solutions.
For a large region extended around the isotropic line (W = W ′), the ground-state
is in a non-localized state whose magnetic order can be either PM or FM depending on
the values of electron bandwidths. Besides the non-localized state, we have found ten
different partially localized solutions, which are labeled in Sect. 4.3(see also table 4.1).
Regardlessly to their magnetic order, they fall into four categories according to their
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localized orbitals, namely, jz =
1
2
, 5
2
localized phases, jz =
3
2
, 5
2
localized phases, jz =
5
2
localized phases, and jz =
3
2
localized phases. In the first two categories two orbitals are
localized whereas in the last two categories only a single orbital is localized. Our results
are in good agreement with the finite cluster results [21] and with the results in Ref. [27].
However, the magnetic order of the non-localized phase is different. Indeed, depending on
electron bandwidths, the non-localized phase here can be either FM or PM state whereas
in Ref. [27] it is FM state.
Note that besides the partial localization transition one also has the PM/FM magnetic
transition. We find that for small values of electron bandwidths the two transitions
occur simultaneously. On the other hand, for intermediate values they take place in
turn. Furthermore, regarding to the partial localization transition, two electrons can be
localized in turn or simultaneously depending on the values of electron bandwidths.
In the following we discuss in more detail the characteristic of each partially localized
phase, partial localization and magnetic phase transitions in the FM phase diagram.
The average Coulomb repulsion of about UJ is irrelevant for the low energy physics of
the model. It simply restricts the relevant local configurations to the states containing
either two or three electrons. However, the energy differences of the UJ values, which
are of the order of 1eV and thus slightly larger than the typical bandwidth of f-electrons,
play the crucial role. This consideration clearly not only has the advantage of conceptual
simplicity for the interpretation but also can be used as an approximation, i.e., one neglects
contributions of all local states containing less than two electrons or containing more
than three electrons [27]. Note that this approximation is equivalent to let all UJ → ∞
while their differences are kept to be constant. Thus this approximation is good for the
small hopping regime, i.e., where electron bandwidths are much smaller than each UJ .
However, one keeps in mind that these values of UJ are computed without accounting for
the screening effect. Note that the isotropically averaged Coulomb repulsion (U0) in a
metal is reduced as compared to its value in an atom. On the other hand, the anisotropic
parts (U2, U4) of the Coulomb interaction are (usually) not screened and hence retain
their atomic values. Thus, the quantity 4U = U2 − U4 = 1.07eV is not renormalized by
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the screening effect. Nevertheless, we do not attempt at an ab initio calculation of these
parameters but we fixed them to their atomic values as mentioned earlier in Sect. 2.1.
The reduction of UJ , to some extent, can be seen in a model calculation by looking at
electron bandwidths that are larger than the typical bandwidth of f-electrons. Thus, it is
desirable to study not only the small hopping regime but also the intermediate hopping
regime.
4.5.1 Two-localized-electron phase
Let us first discuss the regime where W ′  W  4U , i.e., strong interactions and
large anisotropies. In this regime, we obtain two solutions. They are the PM and SFM
jz =
1
2
, 5
2
localized phases. It turns out that the latter is the ground-state. The SFM
jz =
1
2
, 5
2
localized phase can be understood as follows: because the electron bandwidths
are much smaller than Hund’s rule splitting 4U so the ground-state is obtained if the
local interactions are optimized, i.e., by arranging some of the 5f electrons to form Hund’s
rule multiplets. For example, the Hund’s rule multiplets are |M = 2; J = 4, Jz〉 for two
electrons and |M = 3; J = 9
2
, Jz〉 for three electrons. Only these electrons whose hopping
processes enable both initial and final states satisfying Hund’s rule will be delocalized.
Otherwise, the Coulomb energy is increased so much that delocalization is disadvanta-
geous as far as energy is concerned. As pointed out earlier, the partial suppression of
charge fluctuations due to the large on-site Coulomb interaction leads to the fact that
every site is occupied by either two or three electrons. That means electrons can only
hop from a site with three electrons to the neighboring site with two electrons. Whereas
the hopping processes from a site with two electrons to a site with three electrons are
energetically unfavorable because they will generate local four-electron states with very
high energy. Note that in order to form a Hund’s rule state on a site containing two
electrons, one can ferromagnetically combine either jz =
1
2
or jz =
3
2
with jz =
5
2
elec-
trons. But in the present case, the hopping integral of the 3
2
orbital is the largest one.
Thus, jz =
3
2
-electron should not be present in the site with two electrons. Consequently,
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the itinerant electron has jz =
3
2
and two localized electrons have jz =
1
2
and jz =
5
2
.
Note that the SFM jz =
1
2
, 5
2
localized phase is the thermodynamic generalization of the
Jz =
15
2
phase obtained from the two-site calculation [21]. Furthermore, for W ′ = 0, we
found that the macroscopic states made of local configurations |M = 2; J = 4, Jz = 3〉 and
|M = 3; J = 9
2
, Jz =
9
2
〉 are (FM) eigenstates of the Hamiltonian (2.11). This property had
been already obtained for the two-site model [21]. We find that it is a more general prop-
erty which holds also for the lattice case (see Appendix C). From our mean-field result,
one can conclude that this family of eigenstates contains the true ground-state for W ′ = 0
and sufficiently small W . Although in above explanation we assumed W ′  W  ∆U ,
the calculations show that the SFM jz =
1
2
, 5
2
localized phase is still the ground-state
of the system even when W is comparable to ∆U and W ′. That is because the local
interactions renormalize the electron bandwidths to smaller values, i.e., Wjz → WjzZjz .
For W large enough the −3
2
orbital starts to be occupied, the ground-state is in the FM
jz =
1
2
, 5
2
localized phase. This is because the four-electron state |M = 4; J = 4, Jz = 3〉
(corresponding to the Fock state |M = 4;−3
2
, 1
2
, 3
2
, 5
2
〉), which fulfills Hund’s rule, is good
for both hopping processes of jz = −32 ,
3
2
electrons.
Now we go to the regime where W  W ′  4U . In this regime, we obtain three
solutions. They are the PM, FM, and SFM jz =
3
2
, 5
2
localized phases. Their energies are
the same, i.e, the ground-state is degenerate. In the SFM, it is quite similar to the SFM
jz =
1
2
, 5
2
localized phase in the previous section, but here, the 1
2
orbital takes over the
role of the 3
2
orbital: the 1
2
orbital is delocalized while the jz =
3
2
and jz =
5
2
electrons
are localized to form a Hund’s rule state. Note that in the previous case the localization
of the jz =
1
2
, 5
2
electrons prevents the presence of jz = −32 -electron. However, in the
present case we face a different situation, that is the localization of the jz =
3
2
, 5
2
electrons
doesn’t prevent the presence of jz = −12 -electron. Thus, both jz =
1
2
and jz = −12
electrons are able to show up. It is understandable since one can either add jz =
1
2
-
electron or jz = −12 -electron to the local Hund’s rule state containing jz =
3
2
, 5
2
electrons
|M = 2; J = 4, Jz = 4〉 to form a Hund’s rule state with three electrons.
As mentioned earlier, for small W and W ′, we can restrict ourselves to the sectors
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of charge M = 2 and M = 3. In these jz =
3
2
, 5
2
partially localized phases, the orig-
inal Hamiltonian (2.11) can be approximated to a simpler model that is a single band
Hubbard model at quarter filling of jz = ±12−electrons with infinite on-site Coulomb
repulsion, which is decoupled from the ferromagnetically ordered jz =
3
2
, 5
2
localized elec-
trons. This simpler model explains why the SFM and FM states are degenerate when a
constant density of state (4.1) is assumed. This also explains why the FM and PM states
are degenerate because the latter can be interpreted as a linear combination of the FM
state with its counterpart obtained by flipping the quantization axis. When W ′ becomes
comparable with ∆U the four-electron states resulting from charge fluctuations are no
longer prohibited. The local multiplet state |M = 4; J = 4, Jz = 4〉 (corresponding to the
Fock state |M = 4;−1
2
, 1
2
, 3
2
, 5
2
〉) helps the system lower its energy. However, the energy
of the SFM phase cannot be lowered by the state |M = 4; J = 4, Jz = 4〉 because the
−1
2
orbital is empty in this phase. As a result, the degeneracy between these three solu-
tions is partially lifted. The degeneracy between the FM and PM solutions still remains
because the state |M = 4; J = 4, Jz = 4〉 preserves the symmetry between jz = −12 and
jz =
1
2
electrons. Considering the four-electron state |M = 4; J = 4, Jz = 4〉 is equivalent
to characterizing the simpler model discussed above with a finite on-site repulsion. Our
ground-state is in good agreement with the one in Ref. [27] where the authors found that
jz =
3
2
and jz =
5
2
electrons are localized in a degenerate ground-state. However, the
two-site model calculations [21] showed a non-localized state. It raises some questions:
where does this difference come from? Does this come from the finite-size effect of small
cluster models or does this come from the mean-field approximation? We will come back
to answer these questions in the following chapter when we discuss the numerical results
for the iTEBD method.
4.5.2 One-localized-electron phase
Now we turn to the intermediate hopping regime where W
U4
> 0.3, W
′
U4
≈ 0.15. In this
regime we obtain two solutions. They are the PM and FM jz =
5
2
localized phases.
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The ground-state is the FM jz =
5
2
localized phase. In fact the presence of this phase
was a surprise for a while since in the FM phase there is only one localized electron.
Therefore Hund’s rule mechanism, which is used earlier to explain these two-localized-
electron phases, does not apply here anymore. Thus, it raises two questions: Is this
one-localized-electron phase an artifact of the mean-field approximation? If not, what is
its physics?
As discussed in the section 2.2, in the Jz =
11
2
phase of the two-site model the 5
2
orbital
can be considered as a localized one because the corresponding occupation number n 5
2
is
very close to 1. This is consistent with our results since the FM jz =
5
2
localized phase is
the thermodynamic generalization of the Jz =
11
2
phase. Therefore, one believes that the
FM jz =
5
2
localized phase obtained here is not an artifact of the mean-field approach.
Now we analyze how the FM jz =
1
2
, 5
2
localized phase can be transformed into the FM
jz =
5
2
localized phase when increasing W ′ and keeping W large enough. When increasing
W ′ the tendency to hop of jz =
1
2
and jz =
5
2
electrons increases. Above a critical value of
W ′, either jz =
1
2
or jz =
5
2
electron will be delocalized. Let us look at a site containing
three electrons in the SFM jz =
1
2
, 5
2
localized phase to see which electron between jz =
1
2
and jz =
5
2
ones will be delocalized first. It turns out that the delocalization of the 1
2
orbital is energetically favorable because the Coulomb interaction between jz =
1
2
-electron
with jz =
3
2
-electron is larger than that between jz =
5
2
-electron with jz =
3
2
-electron.
The difference of the energies is 0.68eV while 4U = 1.07eV .
We then analyze how the non-localized phase can be transformed into the FM jz =
5
2
localized phase. Starting from a point in the phase diagram with W = W ′ > 0.3U4 and
move to the left by decreasing W ′ and keeping W constant. Since W and W ′ are big com-
pared to the Hund’s splitting 4U , the off-diagonal (or the exchange) parts of the local
interactions are not important. In contrary, the diagonal elements Ujz ,−jz ≡ Ujz ,−jz ,jz ,−jz
(or the direct ’Hubbard type’ parts), namely, the Coulomb interaction between jz and −jz
electrons, play the key role for understanding the partial localization transition. Similar
to the Mott transition in the SBH model, the Mott transition in a given jz orbital is taken
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place if the ratio
Ujz,−jz
Wjz
gets larger than a critical value. Here we decrease bandwidths
of jz =
1
2
and jz =
5
2
electrons, so the ratios
U 1
2 ,−
1
2
W 1
2
and
U 5
2 ,−
5
2
W 5
2
will increase. Note that
the electron bandwidths of the 1
2
and 5
2
orbitals are chosen to be equal. Therefore, the
corresponding ratios will depend on Ujz ,−jz only. Nevertheless, Ujz ,−jz for the
5
2
orbital
is 0.23eV larger the value for the 1
2
orbital. As a result, the criteria of Mott transition
in the 5
2
orbital is fulfilled first. This explains why for intermediate W the localiza-
tion/delocalization of the 1
2
orbital and the 5
2
orbital does not happen at the same time.
One notices that the explanation above is naive and qualitative. In fact the problem is
more complicated since the orbitals are coupled by local interaction. Thus, starting from
a point in the phase diagram with W = W ′ > 0.3U4 and move to the left by decreasing
W ′ and keeping W constant, the occupations in the jz = ±12 and jz = ±
5
2
orbitals also
depend on W . As a results, the criteria for the Mott transition in the jz = ±12 and
jz = ±52 orbitals are implicitly dependent on W as seen in the FM phase diagram. For
small W , of course, the situation is different because jz =
1
2
and jz =
5
2
electrons must
localize simultaneously in order to form a Hund’s rule ground-state as we discussed in the
previous sections.
For sufficiently small W (typically less than 1eV ) and intermediate W ′ (greater than
2.5eV ), we obtain two solutions. They are the PM and FM jz =
3
2
localized phases. The
ground-state is the latter which is in good agreement with the work of G. Zwicknagl [27].
In a vanishingly small magnetic field, the FM jz =
3
2
localized phase was not found in
the two-site and three-site models [21]. However, this phase was seen in the four-site
model [22]. In addition, for the two-site model under a small magnetic field, as discussed
in the section 2.2, there exists a phase in which the 3
2
orbital is highly occupied (n 3
2
varies
from 0.9 to 1.0 depending on W ′). That means our result is consistent with not only
the four-site model but also with the two-site model under a small magnetic field. The
presence of the small magnetic field in the two-site system can be understood as a result
of the surrounding ferromagnetic environment.
Similar to the FM jz =
5
2
localized phase discussed above, the mechanism based on
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Hund’s rule for the partial localization does not apply here. We analyze how the FM
jz =
3
2
, 5
2
localized phase can be transformed into the FM jz =
3
2
localized phase by
increasing W ′ and keeping W small enough. Note that here the bandwidths for the two
localized electrons, i.e., jz =
3
2
and jz =
5
2
electrons, are different. Because W  W ′ the
5
2
electron is energetically favorable to be delocalized.
We now discuss how the non-localized phase can be transformed into the FM jz =
3
2
localized phase. Starting from one point in the isotropic line of the phase diagram in
which W = W ′  4U we move down vertically by keeping W ′ constant and decreasing
W . Since we keep W ′ to be large enough, the ratios
Ujz,−jz
Wjz
for the jz =
1
2
and 5
2
orbitals
are small enough for these orbitals to remain delocalized. But the ratio
Ujz,−jz
Wjz
for the
3
2
orbital gets larger while decreasing W . Below a certain critical value of W , the ratio
reaches the critical value for the Mott transition, i.e., the 3
2
orbital is localized.
4.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we discussed numerical results of the RISBMF Eqs. (3.81)–(3.84) for
the effective model described by the microscopic Hamiltonian (2.11). For simplicity, we
considered a lattice characterized by an orbital-dependent constant density of states (4.1).
We calculated QP weights, orbital-dependent occupancies and ground-state energy to
obtain the PM and FM phase diagrams of the systems (see Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8). We
discussed extensively the FM phase diagram. Of particular interest is that in addition to
two-localized-electron phases, we obtained one-localized-electron phases. These partially
localized phases were analyzed in detail in Sect. 4.5. We proposed a possible mechanism
for one-electron-localized phases. This mechanism is similar to that of a single-band Mott-
Hubbard transition. The direct on-site Coulomb interaction between jz and −jz electrons
plays the key role for understanding the partial localization transition. The jz orbital is
localized if the ratio
Ujz,−jz
Wjz
is above a critical value. Note that mean-field methods can
sometimes give artificial results. Thus we will assess the validity of the RISBMF method
in the next chapter by using the infinite time-evolving block decimation method [30].
Chapter 5
Infinite time-evolving block
decimation method
In this chapter, using infinite time-evolving block decimation (iTEBD) [30] we calculate
the ground-state properties of the effective model described by the microscopic Hamilto-
nian (2.11) for an infinite linear chain. The main purpose of this chapter is to assess the
validity of the RISBMF results obtained in chapter 4 and in appendix D. However, we are
not going to compute the full phase diagram as we did in the previous chapter, here we
only study some particularly interesting points of the phase diagram where the partially
localized phases take place in the small hopping regime.
5.1 Introduction
The numerical renormalization group (NRG) was first introduced by Wilson for the Kondo
problem in 1971 [54]. Although it was a dramatic breakthrough, this approach has had
very little success for anything but impurity problems. When applied to quantum lattice-
problems, the approach is flawed due to boundary errors. Within the NRG approach one
first divides the infinite linear chain into a set of identical block A. Then, one diagonalizes
the Hamiltonian HAA of two neighboring blocks AA joined together to find its eigenvalues
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and eigenvectors. Afterward, one keeps only m of the lowest-lying eigenstates to form a
new effective, simpler Hamiltonian HA′ of a larger block A
′ representing two neighboring
blocks AA. Next, A is replaced by A′ and the above steps are performed repeatedly. This
procedure can be written formally as
HA′ = OHAAO†, (5.1)
whereO is an m×l matrix, and l is the dimension of HAA. The rows ofO are the m lowest-
lying eigenstates of HAA. In this scheme, one assumes that only m < l lowest-lying block
eigenstates are important in forming states of larger blocks at later iterations. However,
this assumption is not valid for most problems because the true wavefunction and the
selected block’s eigenstates behave differently at the boundary of the two neighboring
blocks joined together. This can be understood in detail by considering a toy model,
namely, a 1D tight-binding chain. In this example, the lowest-lying eigenstates of HA all
have nodes at the ends of the block A, such that all product states of AA have nodes at
the center AA. In contrast, at the center of AA the amplitude of the true ground-state
of AA is maximal. Thus, for such a case, the NRG approach gives poor results.
In 1992, White proposed the so-called density matrix renormalization group (DMRG)
formulation [55] to eliminate these flaws of Wilson’s NRG approach. Instead of keeping
m lowest-lying eigenstates of the Hamiltonian HAA, White chose to keep m other states
in such a way that those kept states optimally minimize the error between the true
wavefunction and the approximative one in the considering blocks AA. White pointed
out that the optimal states need to be kept are m eigenstates of the reduced density
matrix ρAA which have the largest absolute values. In actual calculation, the block A
′
is not chosen to be two neighboring joined blocks A, i.e., A′ = A + A. Usually, A′ is
obtained by adding a single site to the block A, i.e., A′ = A + 1. The true wavefunction
of the entire lattice is replaced by the one of the superblock that is normally chosen as
two blocks A plus two sites in between. In fact, the two blocks in the superblock need
not have equal sizes. The ground-state for the superblock is obtained using the Lanczos
algorithm of matrix diagonalization. Another choice is the Arnoldi method, especially
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when dealing with non-hermitian matrices. In systems with symmetries, we may have
conserved quantum numbers, e.g., total spin in a Heisenberg model. For such a situation,
one can speed up the simulation by searching for the ground-state within each of the
sectors into which the Hilbert space is divided. Details of DMRG algorithm are found in
Ref. [56].
Recently, Vidal has developed a novel time-dependent simulation method, namely an
infinite time-evolving block decimation (iTEBD) method, which applies for infinite one-
dimensional systems [30]. The iTEBD method is a descendant of the DMRG method.
The crucial new idea of iTEBD is to exploit two facts, namely, invariance under trans-
lations of the system and parallelizability of the time-evolving block decimation (TEBD)
method [57, 58], to obtain a noticeably simple and fast algorithm. Since the iTEBD
method always constructs wavefunctions for the infinite system, its errors do not result
from finite size effects but from an assumption that the entanglement of the system is
finite. In addition to offering a very competitive alternative to the DMRG method for
infinite 1D systems, the iTEBD method plays a key role in entanglement renormaliza-
tion techniques and in the extention of projected entangled-pair states (PEPS) of 2D
lattices [59].
The iTEBD method is very efficient to simulate infinite 1D systems. However, the
effective model (2.11) has a big number of local states on a given lattice site. In actual
calculations, thus, one needs to introduce a supplementary approximation to make the
method applicable. Here, only 35 local states of the two- and three-electron Hilbert
subspaces are taken into account. This approximation is reasonable in the small hopping
regime as we discussed in previous chapters.
5.2 Infinite time-evolving block decimation method
In this section we recall some important equations of the iTEBD method from Ref. [30].
We consider an infinite array of sites, for each site r there are d possible local states.
For example, for the effective model (2.11) it is d = 64 in general, while d = 35 if we
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restrict ourselves to the subspace of two and three particles. Let vector |Ψ〉 denote a pure
state of the system and operator H =
∑
r h
[r,r+1] be a Hamiltonian with nearest-neighbor
hoppings and interactions. We also assume that |Ψ〉 and H are invariant under shifts
by one lattice site. Given an initial state |Ψ0〉, our purpose is to simulate an evolution
according to H, both in real time
|Ψt〉 = exp(−iHt)|Ψ0〉, (5.2)
and in imaginary time
|Ψτ 〉 =
exp(−Hτ)|Ψ0〉
‖ exp(−Hτ)|Ψ0〉‖
. (5.3)
Here ‖...‖ is the notation for the norm of a state in the Hilbert space.
The iTEBD method represents |Ψ〉 through matrix product states (MPS) [31]. Let
[r] and [r + 1] denote the semi-infinite sublattices made of sites {−∞, · · · , r} and
{r + 1, · · · ,∞}. The Schmidt decomposition of |Ψ〉 [60] according to this bipartition
reads
|Ψ〉 =
χ∑
α=1
λ[r]α |Φ[r]α 〉 ⊗ |Φ[r+1]α 〉, (5.4)
where we assume the Schmidt rank χ, i.e., the number of Schmidt coefficients λ
[r]
α , to be
finite [30, 57, 58]. Here, |Φ[r]α 〉 (|Φ[r+1]α 〉) is an eigenvector of the reduced density matrix
ρ[r] (ρ[r+1]) with eigenvalue |λ[r]α |2 > 0. The Schmidt coefficient λ[r]α follows from the
relation 〈Φ[r]α |Ψ〉 = λ[r]α |Φ[r+1]α 〉. In the following, we use a vector λ[r] to represent the
set of λ
[r]
1 , λ
[r]
2 ..., λ
[r]
χ .
The spectral decompositions of the reduced density matrices for [r] and [r+1] are
ρ[r] =
χ∑
α=1
|λ[r]α |2 |Φ[r]α 〉〈Φ[r]α |, (5.5)
ρ[r+1] =
χ∑
α=1
|λ[r]α |2 |Φ[r+1]α 〉〈Φ[r+1]α |. (5.6)
We use a three-index tensor Γ[r] at site r to relate the Schmidt bases for two left halves
|Φ[r+1]α 〉 =
χ∑
β=1
d∑
i=1
λ
[r]
β Γ
[r+1]
iβα |Φ
[r]
β 〉|i
[r+1]〉, (5.7)
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and for two right halves
|Φ[r]α 〉 =
χ∑
β=1
d∑
i=1
Γ
[r]
iαβλ
[r]
β |i
[r]〉|Φ[r+1]β 〉, (5.8)
where |i[r]〉 are local states at site r.
In particular, |Ψ〉 can be expanded in the local basis |i[r+1]〉 for site r+ 1 and in terms
of λ[r]Γ[r+1]λ[r+1] as
|Ψ〉=
χ∑
α,β=1
d∑
i=1
λ[r]α Γ
[r+1]
iαβ λ
[r+1]
β |Φ
[r]
α 〉|i[r+1]〉|Φ[r+2]α 〉, (5.9)
or for sites {r + 1, r + 2} in terms of λ[r]Γ[r+1]λ[r+1]Γ[r+2]λ[r+2], and so on.
The evolution operator exp(−iHt) in Eq. (5.2) is expanded through a Suzuki-Trotter
decomposition [61] as a sequence of operators that act on two neighboring sites. These
operators are normally called two-site gates, they read
U [r,r+1] ≡ exp(−ih[r,r+1]δt), δt 1, (5.10)
which we arrange into gates UAB and UBA,
UAB ≡
⊗
r∈Z
U [2r,2r+1], UBA ≡
⊗
r∈Z
U [2r−1,2r]. (5.11)
Because state |Ψ〉 is shift invariant, it can be represented with a MPS where Γ[r] and
λ[r] are independent of r. However, we will partially break translational symmetry to
simulate the action of gates (5.11) on |Ψ〉 [30]. Accordingly, we choose a MPS of the form
Γ[2r] = ΓA, λ[2r] = λA,
Γ[2r+1] = ΓB, λ[2r+1] = λB, r ∈ Z. (5.12)
The action of the gates preserves the invariance of the evolved state under shifts by two
sites, and only tensors ΓA,ΓB, λA and λB need to be updated – a task that is achieved
through simple matrix manipulations [30]. Finally, the imaginary time evolution in Eq.
(5.3), is simulated by simply replacing the two-site unitary gates exp(−ih δt) in Eq. (5.10)
with non-unitary gates exp(−h δτ), δτ  1. More details of how to update ΓA,ΓB, λA
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and λB when the two-site gates are applied can be found in any one of Refs. [30, 57, 58].
Note that here A is an arbitrary site and B is its nearest neighbor, i.e., they belong to
different sublattices of a bipartite lattice.
5.3 Partial localization
In this section we present results for the effective model described by the microscopic
Hamiltonian (2.11) for an infinite linear chain. We consider W ≡ W 3
2
and W ′ ≡ W 1
2
= W 5
2
as independent variable parameters while the other model parameters are fixed. The
values of the Coulomb integrals UJ and the band-filling nf were chosen in chapter 4. In
order to quantify the degree of localization or, alternatively, of the reduction of hopping
for a given jz orbital due to intra-atomic correlations, we use the ratio of the |jz|-projected
kinetic energy per site and the bare bandwidth Wjz , i.e.,
Tjz
Wjz
=
1
4N
∑
i,±
〈f †i,±jzfi+1,±jz〉, (5.13)
where N is the total number of sites. A small ratio of Tjz
Wjz
indicates partial suppression
of hopping for electrons in the ±jz orbitals.
Let us first analyze the case with W = 2eV , W ′  1eV . The iTEBD ground-state
energy EG as a function of χ is shown in Fig. 5.1. It is seen that EG(χ) converges quickly
as χ increases. The error |EG(χ) − EG(∞)| is smaller for bigger χ, where EG(∞) is
the exact ground-state energy obtained when χ→∞. The error is less than 10−4eV for
χ = 10 meaning that the iTEBD results are very good even for relatively small χ. Fig. 5.2
presents the ratios
Tjz
Wjz
as a function of χ for different jz orbitals. The ratios
Tjz
Wjz
for the
|jz| = 12 and |jz| =
5
2
orbitals are normalized to zero whereas the one for the |jz| = 32
orbitals is still finite. The occupations of different jz-orbitals when χ = 10 are shown
in table 5.1. We find that the ground-state is in the SFM jz =
1
2
, 5
2
localized phase as
predicted by the RISBMF method in chapter 4 and appendix D. We would like to mention
that, with an increase in the value of χ, expectation values of local operators, e.g., n̂jz ,
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Figure 5.1: The ground-state energy for different χ obtained within the iTEBD method
for W = 2eV , W ′  1eV . Here χ is the number of states that are kept. Note that
E0 =
U4+U 9
2
2
is the ground-state energy per site in the atomic limit.
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Figure 5.2: Indication of partial localization for W = 2eV and W ′  1eV .
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n− 5
2
n− 3
2
n− 1
2
n 1
2
n 3
2
n 5
2
Site A 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.5000 1.0000
Site B 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.5000 1.0000
Table 5.1: Occupation number njz when χ = 10 for W = 2eV , W
′  1eV .
converge much faster than the ground-state energy does. In fact, even a simulation with
χ = 2 can well reproduce the results shown in table 5.1.
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Figure 5.3: The ground-state energy obtained within the iTEBD method for W  1eV
and W ′ = 2eV . Here E0 =
U4+U 9
2
2
is the ground-state energy per site in the atomic limit.
Next, we turn to a discussion of the case with W  1eV , W ′ = 2eV where the
ground-state obtained by the RISBMF method is in the FM jz =
3
2
localized phase (see
appendix D). Fig. 5.3 presents the iTEBD ground-state energy EG(χ) as a function of
χ. In this case, with an increase in value of χ, EG(χ) converges more slowly than it did
in the above case. Thus, in order to yield the same required accuracy for the ground-
state energy, one has to perform the simulations with larger values of χ. Furthermore,
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Figure 5.4: Indication of partial localization for W  1eV and W ′ = 2eV .
n− 5
2
n− 3
2
n− 1
2
n 1
2
n 3
2
n 5
2
Site A 0.3588 0.6106 0.2019 0.6051 0.3894 0.2636
Site B 0.0196 0.0528 0.7563 0.0165 0.9472 0.7782
Table 5.2: Occupation number njz when χ = 10 for W
′ = 2eV , W = 0eV .
the required computational time is, in this case, often four times longer than that in the
above case with the same χ. The occupations for different jz-orbitals when χ = 10 are
shown in table 5.2. It is seen that the quantity n 3
2
+ n− 3
2
≈ 1 as expected for localized
orbitals. In addition, the ratio
Tjz
Wjz
for the |jz| = 32 orbitals is normalized to zero whilst
those for the |jz| = 12 and |jz| =
5
2
orbitals are still finite as shown in Fig. 5.4, meaning
that electrons in the |jz| = 32 orbitals are localized. We find that the iTEBD and RISBMF
methods are in good agreement with each other. However, the ground-state in the former
is AFM while it is FM in the latter. That is due to the fact that in our slave-boson
calculation, we assumed a fully translationally invariant phase, i.e, only PM and FM ones
were considered. Thus, it is no surprise that it could not predict correctly the magnetic
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order of the system when AF phase involves.
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Figure 5.5: Ratios Tjz/Wjz along W +W
′ = 2eV line within RISBMF method.
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Figure 5.6: Ratios Tjz/Wjz along W +W
′ = 2eV line within iTEBD method with χ = 10.
Finally, we discuss results along the W+W ′ = 2eV line of the phase diagram in W−W ′
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plane with χ = 10. The ratios Tjz/Wjz for different orbitals along the W + W
′ = 2eV
line within the RISBMF and iTEBD methods are shown in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6, respectively.
When W ′ . 0.6eV or W ′ & 1.65eV , the iTEBD and RISBMF methods are in good
agreement with each other, i.e., they both yield ground-states in a partially localized
phase. It is noticeable that the partially localized regions obtained within the RISBMF
method are larger than those obtained within the iTEBD method. This is understandable
since the RISBMF approach cannot describe with equal accuracy correlation effects for
different phases. Thus, the relative error of correlation energy for a given phase differs
from that of another. Therefore, the phase boundary is shifted towards the one in which
electron correlations are better taken into account. Besides the regions where the RISBMF
agrees with the iTEBD approach, we find an area, i.e., 1.45eV . W ′ . 1.65eV , where the
RISBMF approach provides an artificial ground-state. In this area, the RISBMF method
predicts a localization of the jz =
3
2
, 5
2
orbitals whereas the iTEBD method shows that
only the jz =
3
2
orbital is considerably localized.
5.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we calculated the ground-state of the effective model (2.11) for a 1D lattice
using the iTEBD method [30]. We only studied some particularly interesting points of
the phase diagram to assess the validity of the RISBMF results obtained in chapter 4 and
in appendix D. Results of the RISBMF and iTEBD methods for the W +W ′ = 2eV case
were shown in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6, respectively. Qualitatively, the RISBMF and iTEBD
methods agree with each other. However, we found an area, i.e., 1.45eV . W ′ . 1.65eV ,
where the RISBMF approach provides an artificial ground-state. This is understandable
since the quality of mean-field methods is worse for lower dimensional systems.
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Chapter 6
Summary
The localized/delocalized duality of 5f electrons plays an important role in understand-
ing the complex physics of actinides. Band-structure calculations based on the ad hoc
assumption that 5f electrons are simultaneously localized and delocalized explained the
observed dHvA experiments very well [12, 13]. This ad hoc assumption also gives the
correct equilibrium volume for δ-Pu [18]. Experimentally, the duality of 5f electrons is
observed by inelastic neutron scattering experiments [10], or by soft X-ray angle-resolved
photoelectron spectroscopy [11].
It is worth recalling that the origin of partial localization in the 3d and 5f systems
is quite different [19]. In compounds with 3d electrons, the large crystalline electric field
set up by the surrounding environment of transition metal ions plays a major role. On
the other hand, in 5f systems, the Hund’s rule correlations play the key role whilst the
crystalline electric field is less important.
In this thesis we have studied the effect of intra-atomic correlations on anisotropies in
hopping matrix elements of different 5f orbitals. For that purpose, we used the effective
model defined by a microscopic Hamiltonian (2.11). The Hamiltonian includes on-site
interactions that are responsible for Hund’s rules and effective hopping terms that result
from the hybridization of different 5f orbitals with the environment. The effective model
was rederived in chapter 2. In that chapter some results for a two-site system were
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discussed.
Two different approximations, namely, rotationally invariant slave-boson mean-field
(RISBMF) [29] and infinite time-evolving block decimation (iTEBD) [30], have been used
to investigate the ground-state properties of the Hamiltonian (2.11). Within the RISBMF
method we considered the effective model on a lattice characterized by a orbital-dependent
constant density of states and on an infinite linear chain. On the other hand, we only
applied the iTEBD method for an infinite linear chain.
In chapter 3, we derived the RISBMF Eqs. (3.81)–(3.84) for the Hamiltonian (2.11)
at arbitrary band-filling nf . In order to mimic the situation in U-based heavy-fermion
compounds we considered the regime with an intermediate f -electron count of nf = 2.5
per site. We have managed to numerically solve the RISBMF equations for two different
lattices. In chapter 4 we investigated a lattice characterized by an orbital-dependent
constant density of states (4.1). In appendix D we studied a one-dimensional system
whose orbital-dependent density of states is given by Eq. (D.1). Results are qualitatively
similar for the two lattices. We thus focused mainly on the constant density of states case
because the RISBMF equations can be simplified considerably. The simplification not
only helped us to reduce numerical efforts significantly but also helped us to understand
better the physics of the system. Results shown in appendix D, i.e., for a one-dimensional
system, were used to compare with those obtained by the iTEBD method.
We have demonstrated that Hund’s rule correlations enhance strongly anisotropies in
hopping matrix elements. For a certain range of 5f bandwidth parameters this effect may
result in a complete suppression of hopping processes for some of 5f orbitals, i.e., the
system is in a partially localized phase. Within the RISBMF method, we calculated the
ground-state properties and produced the phase diagram of the system (see Fig. 4.7 and
Fig. 4.8)). The suppression of hopping processes in some of 5f orbitals due to Hund’s
rule correlations can be seen through orbital-dependent quasiparticle weights. In a mean-
field theory, a quasiparticle weight of zero for an orbital means a complete suppression
of hopping processes in this orbital. Thus, quasiparticle weights and occupation numbers
were used to classify partially localized phases. In the calculated phase diagram we obtain
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four partially localized phases that can be separated into two different sets. In the first
set electrons in two orbitals, namely, jz =
1
2
, 5
2
or jz =
3
2
, 5
2
orbitals, are localized. In the
second, electrons in one orbital, namely, jz =
3
2
or jz =
5
2
, are localized. The difference
between the two sets is not simply the number of localized orbitals but the mechanism for
the partial localization. For the first set, the Hund’s rule mechanism applies: only those
5f electrons that enable the remaining ones to form a Hund’s rule state will delocalize.
This mechanism requires to have at least two localized orbitals, therefore it is definitely
not applicable to those phases with only one localized orbital. For the second set, a
situation similar to a single-band Mott-Hubbard transition applies. The direct on-site
Coulomb interaction between jz and −jz electrons plays the key role for understanding
the partial localization transition. The jz orbital is localized if the ratio
Ujz,−jz
Wjz
is above a
critical value.
In order to assess the validity of the RISBMF results we have used the iTEBD method
to calculate the ground-state properties of a 1D system. However, within the iTEBD
method we did calculations only for the case where W +W ′ = 2eV . This case was chosen
to enable us to analyze as many phases as possible. Note that the line W + W ′ = 2eV
in Fig. D.1 crosses four different phases in the phase diagram for a 1D lattice. Results of
the RISBMF and iTEBD methods for the W + W ′ = 2eV case were shown in Figs. 5.5
and 5.6, respectively. Qualitatively, the two approaches agree with each other. However,
we found an area where the RISBMF yields an artificial ground-state. Note that the
mean-field method is worst for a 1D system. Therefore one shoud not judge from it the
quality of the RISBMF method for the more general case. Recently, the iTEBD method
has been generalized to a 2D system [59]. Considering the fact that the z-projection of the
total angular momentum is a conserved quantity, this may enable one to perform iTEBD
simulations for a 2D lattice. This problem is left for a future study.
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Appendix A
Mapping details
In this section we first define the two local basis sets to introduce slave bosons. Then we
list all slave bosons for different M -particle Hilbert subspaces.
Fock states are the eigenstates of the local occupation numbers f †jzfjz . The convention
|η− 5
2
η− 3
2
η− 1
2
η 1
2
η 3
2
η 5
2
〉 is used to represent an M -particle Fock state, where ηjz is either 0 or
1 representing the occupation number of the jz orbital; M =
∑
jz
ηjz . For example, the
2-particle Fock state that has jz =
1
2
, 5
2
orbitals being occupied reads |000101〉. The con-
vention of Fock states is mathematically convenient, e.g., for the symbolic representation
of slave-bosons, but it is not useful for a discussion. In fact, an alternative way is to use
the jz quantum numbers (in ascending order) of occupied orbitals to denote Fock states,
i.e., |M ; jz1, .., jzM〉. The state |000101〉 in the above example now reads |M = 2; 12 ,
5
2
〉.
The alternative convention seems to be more appropriate. However, there is an inconve-
nience if we consider the Fock states of 4 or more particles, namely, the notations of Fock
states are cumbersome and thus these corresponding slave bosons are cumbersome too.
Therefore, we use the alternative convention for discussions throughout this thesis, except
here for an introduction of slave bosons we use the convention |η− 5
2
η− 3
2
η− 1
2
η 1
2
η 3
2
η 5
2
〉.
Multiplet states |Γ〉 ≡ |M ; J, Jz〉 are eigenstates of the local interaction: Û |Γ〉 = EΓ|Γ〉,
where M , |Γ〉, Jz are the number of particles, total angular momentum, z-component of
total angular momentum of the state |Γ〉, respectively. In the following tables we list all the
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multiplet states with their components in the Fock basis. For simplification the component
presented here are not normalized. The energies EΓ, in the forth column, are expressed in
terms of the Coulomb parameters U0, U2 and U4. The fifth column in the tables presents
all the auxiliary bosons φΓn which are considered within our approach for a given multiplet
state. For convenience, we number the multiplet states φΓn, i.e., we identify each multiplet
state |M ;J ,Jz〉 to a number Γ = 1, · · · , 64. Each table corresponds to a charge sector
M = 0, · · · , 6. Note that the choice of UJ was made in section 2.1. For convenience,
we define U 9
2
= 9U2+33U4
14
, U 3
2
= 15U2+6U4
7
, and U 5
2
= 4U0+5U2+9U4
6
being the eigenvalues
of the local interaction Û in the 3-particle subspace. In 4-particle subspace we define
ŨJ = UJ +
U0+5U2+9U4
3
where J = 0, 2, 4. Tables of slave bosons for different charge
sectors, i.e., M = 0..6, are in the next pages.
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M = 0 (i.e., local vacuum)
J Jz |Γ〉 EΓ φΓn Γ
0 0 |000000〉 0 φ1,|000000〉 1
M = 1
J Jz |Γ〉 EΓ φΓn Γ
5
2
5
2
|000001〉 0 φ2,|000001〉 2
3
2
|000010〉 φ3,|000010〉 3
1
2
|000100〉 φ4,|000100〉 4
−1
2
|001000〉 φ5,|001000〉 5
−3
2
|010000〉 φ6,|010000〉 6
−5
2
|100000〉 φ7,|100000〉 7
M = 2
J Jz |Γ〉 EΓ φΓn Γ
4 4 |000011〉 U4 φ8,|000011〉 8
3 |000101〉 φ9,|000101〉 9
2
√
5|000110〉+ 3|001001〉 φ10,|000110〉, φ10,|001001〉 10
1
√
5|001010〉+
√
2|010001〉 φ11,|001010〉, φ11,|010001〉 11
0 2|001100〉+ 3|010010〉+ |100001〉 φ12,|001100〉, φ12,|010010〉, φ12,|100001〉 12
-1
√
5|010100〉+
√
2|100010〉 φ13,|010100〉, φ13,|100010〉 13
-2
√
5|011000〉+ 3|100100〉 φ14,|011000〉, φ14,|100100〉 14
-3 |101000〉 φ15,|101000〉 15
-4 |110000〉 φ16,|110000〉 16
2 2 3|000110〉 −
√
5|001001〉 U2 φ17,|000110〉, φ17,|001001〉 17
1
√
2|001010〉 −
√
5|010001〉 φ18,|001010〉, φ18,|010001〉 18
0 4|001100〉 − |010010〉 − 5|100001〉 φ19,|001100〉, φ19,|010010〉, φ19,|100001〉 19
-1
√
2|010100〉 −
√
5|100010〉 φ20,|010100〉, φ20,|100010〉 20
-2 3|011000〉 −
√
5|100100〉 φ21,|011000〉, φ21,|100100〉 21
0 0 |001100〉 − |010010〉+ |100001〉 U0 φ22,|001100〉, φ22,|010010〉, φ22,|100001〉 22
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M = 3
J Jz |Γ〉 EΓ φΓn Γ
9
2
9
2
|000111〉 U 9
2
φ23,|000111〉 23
7
2
|001011〉 φ24,|001011〉 24
5
2
|010011〉+ |001101〉 φ25,|010011〉, φ25,|001101〉 25
3
2
|001110〉+
√
32
5
|010101〉+ |100011〉 φ26,|001110〉, φ26,|010101〉, φ26,|100011〉 26
1
2
|010110〉+
√
4
5
|011001〉+ |100101〉 φ27,|010110〉, φ27,|011001〉, φ27,|100101〉 27
−1
2
|011010〉+
√
4
5
|100110〉+ |101001〉 φ28,|010110〉, φ28,|011001〉, φ28,|100101〉 28
−3
2
|011100〉+
√
32
5
|101010〉+ |110001〉 φ29,|011100〉, φ29,|101010〉, φ29,|110001〉 29
−5
2
|110010〉+ |101100〉 φ30,|110010〉, φ30,|101100〉 30
−7
2
|110100〉 φ31,|1101000〉 31
−9
2
|111000〉 φ23,|111000〉 32
3
2
3
2
|001110〉 −
√
5
8
|010101〉+ |100011〉 U 3
2
φ33,|001110〉, φ33,|010101〉, φ33,|100011〉 33
1
2
|010110〉 −
√
5|011001〉+ |100101〉 φ34,|010110〉, φ34,|011001〉, φ34,|100101〉 34
−1
2
|011010〉 −
√
5|100110〉+ |101001〉 φ35,|010110〉, φ35,|011001〉, φ35,|100101〉 35
−3
2
|011100〉 −
√
5
8
|101010〉+ |110001〉 φ36,|011100〉, φ36,|101010〉, φ36,|110001〉 36
5
2
5
2
|010011〉 − |001101〉 U 5
2
φ37,|010011〉, φ37,|001101〉 37
3
2
|001110〉 − |100011〉 φ38,|001110〉, φ38,|100011〉 38
1
2
|010110〉 − |100101〉 φ39,|010110〉, φ39,|100101〉 39
−1
2
|011010〉 − |101001〉 φ40,|011010〉, φ40,|101001〉 40
−3
2
|011100〉 − |110001〉 φ41,|011100〉, φ41,|110001〉 41
−5
2
|110010〉 − |101100〉 φ42,|110010〉, φ42,|101100〉 42
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M = 4
J Jz |Γ〉 EΓ φΓn Γ
4 4 |001111〉 Ũ4 φ43,|001111〉 43
3 |010111〉 φ44,|010111〉 44
2
√
5|100111〉+ 3|011011〉 φ45,|100111〉, φ45,|011011〉 45
1
√
5|101011〉+
√
2|011101〉 φ46,|100111〉, φ46,|011101〉 46
0 2|110011〉+ 3|101101〉+ |011110〉 φ47,|110011〉, φ47,|101101〉, φ47,|011110〉 47
-1
√
5|110101〉+
√
2|101110〉 φ48,|111001〉, φ48,|101110〉 48
-2
√
5|111001〉+ 3|110110〉 φ49,|111001〉, φ49,|110110〉 49
-3 |111010〉 φ50,|111010〉 50
-4 |111100〉 φ51,|111100〉 51
2 2 3|100111〉 −
√
5|011011〉 Ũ2 φ52,|100111〉, φ52,|011011〉 52
1
√
2|101011〉 −
√
5|011101〉 φ53,|100111〉, φ53,|011101〉 53
0 4|110011〉 − |101101〉 − 5|011110〉 φ54,|110011〉, φ54,|101101〉, φ54,|011110〉 54
-1
√
2|110101〉 −
√
5|101110〉 φ55,|111001〉, φ55,|101110〉 55
-2 3|111001〉 −
√
5|110110〉 φ56,|111001〉, φ56,|110110〉 56
0 0 |110011〉 − |101101〉+ |011110〉 Ũ0 φ57,|110011〉, φ57,|101101〉, φ57,|011110〉 57
M = 5
J Jz |Γ〉 EΓ φΓn Γ
5
2
5
2
|011111〉 2U0+10U2+18U4
3
φ58,|011111〉 58
3
2
|101111〉 φ59,|101111〉 59
1
2
|110111〉 φ60,|110111〉 60
−1
2
|111011〉 φ61,|111011〉 61
−3
2
|111101〉 φ62,|111101〉 62
−5
2
|111110〉 φ63,|111110〉 63
M = 6
J Jz |Γ〉 EΓ φΓn Γ
0 0 |111111〉 U0 + 5U2 + 9U4 φ64,|111111〉 64
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Appendix B
Mean-field equations for
antiferromagnetic phases
In section 3.3 we obtained mean-field equations for paramagnetic and ferromagnetic solu-
tions. Now we will derive mean-field equations for an antiferromagnetic (AF) phase. The
equations are obtained in analogous way as developped by Hasegawa [26]: the original
lattice is divided into 2 sublattices A and B. We label a(b) to a site of sublattice A (B),
respectively. The local f−electron operators in the sublattices are given by Eq. (3.58)
fajz = R
†
jz
[ΦA] dajz , (B.1)
fbjz = R
†
jz
[ΦB] dbjz , (B.2)
where ΦA (ΦB) represents the set of slave bosons introduced at site a (b) of the sublattice
A (B), respectively. The operator R†jz is given by Eq. (3.59). Following the standard slave
boson mean-field approaches, we make the following approximations:
(i) The bosonic operators are replaced by their expectation values: φ†a,Γn, φa,Γn −→ ϕA,Γn,
φ†b,Γn, φb,Γn −→ ϕB,Γn.
(ii) The constraints (3.63-3.64) are taken into account by introducing fourteen homoge-
neous Lagrange multipliers λA, λB, λAjz and λBjz . The Hamiltonian (2.11) is written in
terms of the auxiliary operators as follows
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HMF = −
∑
〈a,b〉, jz
tjzRjz [ΦA]Rjz [ΦB]
[
d†ajzdbjz +H.c.
]
+
∑
a,Γn
EΓϕ
2
A,Γn +
∑
b,Γn
EΓϕ
2
B,Γn
+λA
∑
a
(∑
Γn
ϕ2AΓn − 1
)
+ λB
∑
b
(∑
Γn
ϕ2BΓn − 1
)
+
∑
ajz
λAjz
(
njz [ΦA]− d
†
ajz
dajz
)
+
∑
bjz
λBjz
(
njz [ΦB]− d
†
bjz
dbjz
)
+µ
∑
a
(∑
jz
njz [ΦA]− nf
)
+ µ
∑
b
(∑
jz
njz [ΦB]− nf
)
. (B.3)
Assuming a Néel ordered ground-state for the bipartite lattice, we make the following
ansatz:
λA ≡ λB ≡ λ, (B.4)
ϕAΓn ≡ ϕBΓ̄n̄ ≡ ϕΓn, (B.5)
λAjz ≡ λBj̄z ≡ λjz , (B.6)
where j̄z ≡ −jz. Γ̄ and n̄ are counterparts of Γ and n obtained by replacing jz 7→ j̄z ≡ −jz.
By using the above ansatz one finds
njz [ΦA] = njz [Φ] =
∑
Γn
ϕ2Γn〈n|f
†
jz
fjz |n〉 = nj̄z [ΦB], (B.7)
γjz [ΦA] = γjz [Φ] =
∑
ΓΓ′,nn′
〈Γ|f †jz |Γ
′〉〈n|f †jz |n
′〉ϕΓnϕΓ′n′ = γj̄z [ΦB], (B.8)∑
jz
λAjznjz [ΦA] =
∑
jz
λjznjz [Φ] =
∑
jz
λBjznjz [ΦB], (B.9)∑
Γn
ϕ2AΓn =
∑
Γn
ϕ2Γn =
∑
Γn
ϕ2BΓn, (B.10)
The Hamiltonian (B.3) becomes:
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HMF = −
∑
〈a,b〉, jz
tjzZ[Φ]
[
d†ajzdbjz +H.c.
]
+µN
(∑
jz
njz [Φ]− nf
)
−
∑
ajz
λjzd
†
ajz
dajz −
∑
bjz
λj̄zd
†
bjz
dbjz
+N
[∑
Γn
EΓϕ
2
Γn + λ
(∑
Γn
ϕ2Γn − 1
)
+
∑
jz
λjznjz [Φ]
]
. (B.11)
Here N is the total number of sites. The QP weight is
Zjz [Φ] ≡ Rjz [ΦA]Rjz [ΦB] = Rjz [Φ]Rj̄z [Φ]
=
γjz [Φ]γj̄z [Φ]√
njz [Φ] (1− njz [Φ])
√
nj̄z [Φ]
(
1− nj̄z [Φ]
) , (B.12)
where γjz and njz are explicit functions of ϕΓn given by Eqs. (3.70-3.71). Invoking the
momentum space representation
dajz ≡
√
2/
√
N
∑
q
eiqraaqjz , (B.13)
dbjz ≡
√
2/
√
N
∑
q
eiqrbbqjz (B.14)
the Hamiltonian (B.11) becomes
HMF =
∑
q,jz
εqjz Zjz [Φ]
[
a†qjzbqjz +H.c.
]
+µN
(∑
jz
njz [Φ]− nf
)
−
∑
q,jz
λjza
†
qjz
aqjz −
∑
q,jz
λj̄zb
†
qjz
bqjz
+N
[∑
Γn
EΓϕ
2
Γn + λ
(∑
Γn
ϕ2Γn − 1
)
+
∑
jz
λjznjz [Φ]
]
, (B.15)
where εqjz is the energy associated to the hopping integral tjz . Mean-field parameters λ,
λjz , µ, and ϕΓn are determined self-consistently by minimizing the free energy
βF ≡ − lnTr[e−βHMF ]. (B.16)
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Assuming that this minimum is obtained at a saddle point, we find
∑
Γn
ϕ2Γn = 1, (B.17)
njz [Φ] =
1
N
∑
q
[
〈a†kjzakjz〉+ 〈b
†
kj̄z
bkj̄z〉
]
, (B.18)∑
jz
njz [Φ] = nf , (B.19)
2(EΓ + λ)ϕΓn = −
∑
jz
(λjz + µ)
∂njz [Φ]
∂ϕΓn
− 1
N
∑
kjz
∂Zjz [Φ]
∂ϕΓn
εqjz〈a
†
kjz
bkjz +H.C.〉, (B.20)
with
ε̃qjz ≡ Zjzεq, (B.21)
E±qjz ≡ λ
+
jz
±
√
λ−jz
2
+ ε̃2qjz = E
±
qj̄z
, (B.22)
Fqjz ≡ λ−jz +
√
λ−jz
2
+ ε̃2qjz , (B.23)
uqjz ≡
−ε̃qjz√
F 2qjz + ε̃
2
qjz
, (B.24)
vqjz ≡
Fqjz√
F 2qjz + ε̃
2
qjz
, (B.25)
〈a†kjzakjz〉 = u
2
qjznF
(
E−qjz
)
+ v2qjznF
(
E+qjz
)
, (B.26)
〈b†
kj̄z
bkj̄z〉 = v
2
qj̄z
nF
(
E−
qj̄z
)
+ u2qj̄znF
(
E+
qj̄z
)
= 〈a†kjzakjz〉, (B.27)
〈a†kjzbkjz +H.C.〉 = 2uqjzvqjz
[
nF
(
E−qjz
)
− nF
(
E+qjz
)]
. (B.28)
Here λ+jz ≡
λjz +λj̄z
2
, λ−jz ≡
λjz−λj̄z
2
and nF (ε) ≡ 1/
(
1 + eβε
)
is the Fermi distribution
function. Eqs. (B.18) and (B.20) then become
njz [Φ] =
2
N
∑
q
[
u2qjznF
(
E−qjz
)
+ v2qjznF
(
E+qjz
)]
, (B.29)
2(EΓ + λ)ϕΓn = −
∑
jz
(λjz + µ)
∂njz [Φ]
∂ϕΓn
− 2
N
∑
jzq
∂Zjz [Φ]
∂ϕΓn
×εqjzuqjzvqjz
[
nF
(
E−qjz
)
− nF
(
E+qjz
)]
. (B.30)
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We introduce the orbital-dependent bare density of states
ρjz0 (ω) ≡
1
N
∑
k
δ (ω − εkjz) , (B.31)
and assume that εq+Qjz = −εqjz with Q being the AF nesting wave-vector, Eqs. (B.29)
and (B.30) can be rewritten as
njz [Φ] =
∫
dω ρjz0 (ω)
[
u2jz(ω)nF
(
E−jz(ω)
)
+ v2jz(ω)nF
(
E+jz(ω)
)]
, (B.32)
2(EΓ + λ)ϕΓn = −
∑
jz
(λjz + µ)
∂njz [Φ]
∂ϕΓn
−
∑
jz
∂Zjz [Φ]
∂ϕΓn
∫
dω ω ρjz0 (ω)
×ujz(ω)vjz(ω)
[
nF
(
E−jz(ω)
)
− nF
(
E+jz(ω)
)]
. (B.33)
Here
E±jz(ω) ≡ λ
+
jz
±
√
λ−jz
2
+ ω2Z2jz , (B.34)
Fjz(ω) ≡ λ−jz +
√
λ−jz
2
+ ω2Z2jz , (B.35)
ujz(ω) =
−ωZjz√
F 2jz(ω) + ω
2Z2jz
, (B.36)
vjz(ω) =
Fjz(ω)√
F 2jz(ω) + ω
2Z2jz
. (B.37)
Equations (B.17), (B.19), (B.32), and (B.33) are slave-boson mean-field equations for an
AF phase. Given an analytical form for the bare density of states, Eqs. (B.32) and (B.33)
can be further simplified.
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Appendix C
Fully polarized ferromagnetic states
In this part we demonstrate that fully polarized ferromagnetic states characterized by the
localization of jz =
1
2
, 5
2
orbitals and the delocalization of jz =
3
2
orbital are eigenstates
of the Hamiltonian (2.11) when W ′ = 0.
We define a pseudo-vacuum |0̃〉 as follows:
|0̃〉 ≡
∏
a
(
f †
a 5
2
f †
a 1
2
)
|0〉 , (C.1)
where |0〉 denotes the physical vacuum. It is easy to verify that the pseudo-vacuum is an
eigenstate of the Hamiltonian with
H|0̃〉 =
∑
a
Û(a)|0̃〉 = NU4|0̃〉 , (C.2)
where N is the number of lattice sites.
We prove that any of the ’pseudo one-body’ states f †
k 3
2
|0̃〉 is eigenstates of the Hamil-
tonian:
Hf †
k 3
2
|0̃〉 =
∑
k′
εk′ 3
2
f †
k′ 3
2
fk′ 3
2
f †
k 3
2
|0̃〉+
∑
a
Û(a)
∑
b
e−ikrb√
N
f †
b 3
2
|0̃〉
=
(
εk 3
2
+ U 9
2
− U4 +NU4
)
f †
k 3
2
|0̃〉 , (C.3)
where U 9
2
= 9U2+33U4
14
is the eigenergy of the local multiplets of total angular momentum
J = 9
2
, in the charge sector M = 3.
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Similarly, one proves that the ’pseudo two-body’ state f †
k 3
2
f †
k′ 3
2
|0̃〉 is also an eigenstate
of the Hamiltonian with the eigenvalue εk 3
2
+ εk′ 3
2
+ 2(U 9
2
− U4) +NU4. More generally,
one can demonstrate that all states of the form f †
k1
3
2
· · · f †
kp
3
2
|0̃〉 are eigenstates of the
Hamiltonian (2.11) when W ′ = 0.
Appendix D
Numerical results for a
one-dimensional system
In chapter 4, the effective model described by the microscopic Hamiltonian (2.11) was
studied within the rotationally invariant slave boson mean-field (RISBMF) method [29].
For the sake of simplicity, the orbital-dependent density of states (DOS) was assumed to
be constant as showed by Eq. (4.1). In this part, we consider a 1D lattice characterized
by an orbital-dependent DOS as follows
ρ0jz(ω) =
2
πWjz
1√
1− 4ω2
W 2jz
. (D.1)
Here Wjz is the bare bandwidth of the jz-orbital. At temperature T = 0 the mean-field
equations (3.81)–(3.84) read
∑
Γn
ϕ2Γn = 1, (D.2)
λjz = −
Cos (πnjz [Φ])
2
WjzZjz [Φ] , (D.3)∑
jz
njz [Φ] = nf , (D.4)[
EΓ + λ+ µ
∑
jz
〈n|f †jzfjz |n〉
]
ϕΓn =
∑
jz
Wjz
4
∂
[
γ2jz [Φ]κjz
(
njz [Φ]
)]
∂ϕΓn
, (D.5)
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where γjz [Φ] and
∂γjz [Φ]
∂ϕΓn
are explicit functions of Φ, given by Eqs. (3.70) and (3.78),
respectively and κjz
(
njz [Φ]
)
is
κjz
(
njz [Φ]
)
=
Sin (πnjz [Φ])
πnjz [Φ](1− njz [Φ])
. (D.6)
The ground-state energy is given by
E[Φ] = −
∑
jz
Wjz
2
γ2jzκjz
(
njz [Φ]
)
+
∑
Γn
EΓϕ
2
Γn . (D.7)
As we did in previous chapters, we consider W ≡ W 3
2
and W ′ ≡ W 1
2
= W 5
2
as independent
0 2 4 6 8
W’
0
1
2
3
4
W
PM non-localized
FM/PM 3/2 localized
SF
M
 1
/2
&
5/
2 
lo
ca
liz
ed
SFM 3/2&5/2 localized
FM 3/2 localized
Figure D.1: Phase diagram for 1D lattice. The dotted line is a guide for the eye, corre-
sponding to W = W ′.
parameters. The Coulomb integrals UJ and the 5f band-filling nf were chosen in chapter 4.
We use the numerical method described in chapter 4 to solve the mean-field Eqs. (D.2)-
(D.5). The calculated phase diagram is shown in Fig. D.1 that is qualitatively similar to
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Fig. 4.8 for the case of constant DOS. The main difference is that, in the present case,
the partial localization and magnetic transitions occur simultaneously and the regions for
localized phases are roughly reduced by a factor of 2. In the region where W > W ′ the
magnetic order of the ground-state in partially localized phase is SFM, i.e., similar to that
in the constant DOS case. However, for the region where W < W ′ it is different. The
ground-state for W  W ′ 4U4 is no longer degenerate as seen in the case of constant
DOS, here the lowest energy solution is the SFM one. It is worth recalling that in the
constant DOS case, PM jz =
3
2
localized solution is always unstable and the ground-state
is in a FM one. But in the present problem for 1D lattice, it is not always the case. That
is when W << ∆U and W ′ is large enough the energy of PM solution becomes smaller
than that of FM one, although the energy difference is very small. The magnetic order of
the ground-state of the system is depicted in Fig. D.1. Note that here we do not study
jz =
5
2
localized phases which appear at rather large values of hopping integrals as seen
in the constant DOS case.
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